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an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Riihimäki, July 20th, 2005
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Abstrat
The purpose of this thesis has been to reate tools for radar performane estimation in
true operational environments and to evaluate the feasibility of millimeter wave band for
radar appliations. Radar wave propagation and baksattering was studied in dierent
environments using real radar data obtained from eld measurement ampaigns.
Measurement results of radar lutter in typial illumination geometries enountered using
a ground-based radar are presented for Ka- and V-band. The low grazing angle (<5
◦
)
lutter baksattering measurements as well as measurements at perpendiular inidene
presented in this work are ompletely new results, for whih omparisons an not be found
in open literature. For example, the snow overed ground baksattering oeient at
V-band was found to be on average 12 dB larger than at Ka-band. Additionally, new
volumetri baksattering oeients of rain and snow at Ka-band are given. Also new
spetral dependeny values for vegetation lutter spetrum at Ka-band are proposed. The
ross-over level from Gaussian low-frequeny omponents to Lorentzian high-frequeny
omponents for vegetation lutter, aording to our measurements, is 5 dB higher than
what was previously reported.
Phenomena related to radar wave propagation are disussed and new measurement results
onerning lear sky baksattering variations due to meteorologial inversion layer are
presented. A lens-eet theory proposed by Shneider (1998) is veried to be valid also in
onnetion to long radar ranges up to 3 kilometers and for suessive onave and onvex
terrain proles. Furthermore, this thesis addresses several details onerning arranging
and onduting pratial radar measurements in true operational environments, inluding
alibration issues and denition of antenna beamwidth in lutter measurements. A 1.2
dB unertainty has been ahieved in pratial eld measurements of lutter and target
baksattering. Also a novel and easy-to-use approah for radar pulse width optimization
has been introdued, taking into aount the eet that radar reeiver bandwidth has on
thermal noise oor and the pulse width to the eetive lutter ell area or volume. For
example, for rain lutter volumetri baksattering oeient of η = 5 · 10−4 m2/m3 and
target RCS of 100 m
2
, the optimal pulse width is found to be 150 ns and the orresponding
maximum radar range is 5700 m.
The new measurement results presented in this work provide tools for developing of signal
proessing algorithms for millimeter wave radar. Several pratial tools and methods for
radar performane estimation have been given, and new observations of baksattering
and radar wave propagation are reported.
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Symbols
a saling oeient
height of a retangular plate [m℄
at non-utuating target amplitude [V℄
a1 experimentally determined onstant
A physial area [m2℄
Ac illuminated area [m
2
℄
b width of a retangular plate [m℄
Bn noise bandwidth of a reeiver [Hz℄
c speed of light [m/s℄
C(x) Fresnel osine integral
C/N lutter-to-noise ratio
D largest dimension of an antenna [m℄
E eletrial eld strenght [V/m℄
E0 radiated eletrial eld strenght [V/m℄
Ed inident eletrial eld strenght of diret path [V/m℄
Er inident eletrial eld strenght of reeted path [V/m℄
f frequeny [Hz℄
fc enter frequeny of a radar [Hz℄
fD Doppler frequeny [Hz℄
fG gaussian orner frequeny [Hz℄
fL Lorentzian orner frequeny [Hz℄
F noise gure,
propagation fator
Fr propagation fator on a path between target and reeiver
Ft propagation fator on a path between transmitter and target
g(θ) antenna beam shape weighting funtion
g3 skewness
g4 kurtosis
G gain of an antenna
Gr gain of a reeiving antenna
Gt gain of a transmitting antenna
G0 maximum gain of an antenna
hr height of a radar antenna from the ground [m℄
hrms root mean square of the surfae height irregularity [m℄
ht height of a target from the ground [m℄
h(t) impulse response
i general index
I total number of resolution steps
I0 modied Bessel funtion of zero order
k wave number [1/m℄
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10 SYMBOLS
kB Boltzmann onstant (= 1, 38066× 10−23 JK−1)
ki imaginary part of wave number [1/m℄
kr real part of wave number [1/m℄
L largest target dimension [m℄,
bistati radar baseline lenght [m℄
Latm two-way atmospheri attenuation
Lx general attenuation fator
m number of samples in a single histogram bin
M number of samples in the input to orrelator
Mq(x) q-th moment about the mean
n number of pulses
Lorentzian exponent
ni number of samples in i-th bin of a disrete data set
N number of samples
p(t) pulse shape weighting funtion
Pd probability of detetion
Pfa probability of false alarm
Pi inident power on target [W℄
Pin detetor input power [W℄
Pmin minimum detetable target eho [W℄
Pn(θ, ϕ) normalized radiated power density of an antenna in spherial oordinates
Pr reeived power [W℄
Pt transmitted power [W℄
Q(α, β) generalized 1st order Marum Q-funtion
r radius of a irle or sphere [m℄
rL lens fator
R radar range [m℄
Rd range from radar to taget via diret signal path [m℄
Rfar far-eld range [m℄
RL radius of loal urvature of ground [m℄
Rmax maximum radar range [m℄
Ropt radar range orresponding to the optimal pulse width [m℄
Rr range from target to reeiver in a bistati radar onguration [m℄,
range from radar to target via reeted signal path [m℄
Rt range from transmitter to target in a bistati radar onguration [m℄
RT transition range [m℄
S(x) Fresnel sine integral
S/C signal-to-lutter ratio
S/N signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N)minminimum allowed target signal-to-noise ratio
Sr reeived power density [W/m
2
℄
t time [s℄
T0 referene temperature (290K)
Tant antenna noise temperature [K℄
Tsys system noise temperature [K℄
u video voltage [V℄
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uD detetor voltage [V℄
Uout video voltage at detetor output [V℄
UT threshold voltage [V℄
vD Doppler veloity [m/s℄
W0 spetral power density at zero
W (f) spetral power density
x integration onstant
x¯ mean value
xi individual sample of measured data set
α attenuation oeient [1/m℄
argument of Marum Q-funtion
inverse of antenna beam shape orretion fator
β phase onstant [1/m℄,
bistati angle
argument of Marum Q-funtion
Γ total power reetion oeient
δ(t) delta funtion
ǫ permittivity [As/Vm℄
ǫr relative dieletri onstant
ǫ0 permittivity of vauum (= 8, 85419× 10−12 As/Vm)
ζ integration variable
η volumetri sattering oeient [m2/m3℄
ηr antenna eieny
θ o-zenith elevation angle in spherial oordinate system
θR north-referened target azimuth angle from reeiving site
θT north-referened target azimuth angle from transmitting site
θ1.5dB 1.5 dB beamwidth of an antenna main beam
θ3dB 3 dB beamwidth of an antenna main beam
θ3dB,az 3 dB beamwidth of an antenna main beam in azimuthal diretion
λ wavelength [m℄
µ permeability [Vs/Am℄
ρs speular reetion oeient
ρF Fresnel reetion oeient
σ monostati radar ross setion [m2℄
σb radar ross setion of the bakground eho [m
2
℄
σbi bistati radar ross setion [m
2
℄
σc radar ross setion of the alibration target[m
2
℄
σfar monostati radar ross setion in far-eld onditions [m
2
℄
σmeas measured radar ross setion [m
2
℄
σs ondutivity [1/Ωm℄
σ0 sattering oeient [m2/m2℄
τ radar pulse width
φ grazing angle
Φ phase angle
ϕ azimuth angle in spherial oordinate system
Ψ2 variane of noise voltage
12 SYMBOLS
ω angular frequeny [rad/s℄
Ω solid angle [sr℄
Abbreviations
BSS Baksattering Simulation Software (ommerial trade name)
CAD Computer aided design
CW Continuous wave
CFAR Constant false alarm rate
COHO Coherent osillator
DC Diret urrent
DRO Dieletri resonator osillator
DSP Digital signal proessing
DVD Digital versatile dis
ESM Eletroni support measures
FFT Fast Fourier transform
FGAN Forshungsgesellshaft für Angewandte Naturwissenshaften
FMCW Frequeny modulated ontinuous wave
FSK Frequeny shift keying
IF Intermediate frequeny
ITU-R International Teleommuniation Union - Radioommuniation setor
I/Q In-phase/quadrature-phase
KREMS Kiernan Re-entry Measurement Site
LNA Low noise amplier
LO Loal osillator
LPI Low probability of interept
MB Mega byte
MTI Moving target indiation
PC Personal omputer
pdf Probability density funtion
PIN diode Positive-Intrinsi-Negative diode
PPI Plan position indiator
PRF Pulse repetition frequeny
RCS Radar ross setion
RF Radio frequeny
RPC Reeted power aneller
RT Transeiver
Rx Reeiver
SAR Syntheti aperture radar
STALO Stable loal osillator
SWR Standing wave ratio
TDOA Time-dierene-of-arrival
TE Transverse eletri mode
TM Transverse magneti mode
T/R Transmit/reeive
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TTL Transistor-to-transistor logi
Tx Transmitter
UAV Unmanned aerial vehile
UHF Ultra high frequeny
Radar frequeny bands
L-band
1-2
GHz
S-band 2-4 GHz
C-band 4-8 GHz
X-band 8-12 GHz
Ku-band 12-18 GHz
K-band 18-27 GHz
Ka-band 27-40 GHz
V-band 40-75 GHz
W-band 75-110 GHz
1 Introdution
A entury has passed sine Christian Hülsmeyer's patent appliation for the Telemo-
biloskop on 30
th
April 1904 [1, p. 8℄. The radar engineering ommunity has ome a
long way from the "Herzian-wave Projeting and Reeiving Apparatus" to design and on-
strut highly sophistiated and omplex radar systems, eah speially tailored to serve
the desired purpose. The eld of radar engineering grew rapidly during and espeially
after the World War II [2℄. Sine then the majority of all ground-based, maritime and
airborne radars have operated at S-, C- or X-band with an exeption of a small group of
speial purpose radar systems at UHF-region and at lower end of the K-band. Although
the fous of most of the work done on radar tehnology has always been on mirowave
frequenies, the researh and development of millimeter wave radar started already more
than 50 years ago. At millimeter wave frequenies a very good angular resolution an
be ahieved with a small antenna aperture, and due to the feasible wide bandwidths the
range resolution is realizable up to the order of entimeters [3, pp. 36-40℄. Furthermore,
the tolerane against eletroni ountermeasures is inreased in a millimeter wave radar.
Despite the evident advantages of higher frequenies the number of appliations suited
for millimeter wave radar are limited due to the hallenges in generation and radiation of
high power, as well as the inreased atmospheri gaseous and hydrometeor attenuation of
radar signal in omparison with onventional mirowave frequenies. However, if we on-
sider the relatively small sizes of RF omponents and antenna dimensions at millimeter
wave frequenies it beomes lear that a millimeter wave radar is an interesting option
for appliations where the small size and weight of the radar hardware is desired, suh as
on board small-sale moving platforms or for portable solutions.
1.1 Civilian and military millimeter wave radars
Millimeter wave radars are employed in a wide range of appliations for ommerial, mili-
tary and sienti purposes. They are used in onnetion to dierent modes of operation,
suh as in remote sensing, safety and measurement appliations. In industrial use the
millimeter wave sensors are often superior to infrared sensors due to the ability to pene-
trate fog, smoke and other obsurants. Some of the most ommonly used millimeter wave
systems inlude:
• Automobile Collision Warning sensor
• Altimeters and various height/depth measurements in hostile environments
• Speed and range measurement
• Intrusion detetion
• Airraft ollision warning/obstale detetion system for heliopters and UAVs
• Imaging appliations
• Cloud- and sattering radars and other meteorologial purposes
• Motion sensors for automated systems
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The researh of vehiular radar started in the 1970's but it was not until mid 1990's
when the developments in millimeter wave omponent tehnology enabled the automobile
industry to introdue small vehiular radars in their ars to perform antiollision and
adaptive ruise ontrol funtions [4, pp. 263-267℄. Some of the early solutions were based
on laser tehnology, but they were gradually abandoned due to the problems aused by
weather onditions and dirty ars. Most of the manufaturers have hosen a frequeny
band in the viinity of 76 GHz and an FMCW waveform for their radars allowing for
preise doppler shift- and range measurements and easier installation of the devie into
the limited spae available in the vehile.
One of the largest known millimeter wave radars is one of the KREMS radars on Roi-
Namur Island [5, 6℄. It performs imaging and traking of ballisti missiles as well as
provides information of spae debris for the Spae Objet Identiation group. The radar
was built by Linoln Laboratory in ollaboration with University of Massahusetts, Radio
Corporation of Ameria and Raytheon. The antenna diameter of this huge radar is 13,7
m and it is a dual frequeny devie, transmitting peak powers of 60 kW at 35 GHz and
1,6 kW at 95,48 GHz. Apart from this US Army operated radar other known operational
millimeter wave radars in military use have not been desribed in the open literature
very aurately. Perhaps the most well known military millimeter wave radar is a joint
venture of Lokheed Martin and Northrop Grumman alled Longbow Fire Control Radar
(AN/APG-78), installed on the US Army's Apahe AH-64D attak heliopter [7, 8℄. The
radar antenna, proteted with a radome, is mounted atop of the heliopter main rotor.
The radar has several modes of operation and it employs highly sophistiated data and
signal proessing methods. The maximum detetion range is 10 km.
Sensor solutions involving the use of millimeter wave radar on ground operating armoured
military vehiles have emerged reently. US Army Researh laboratory and Northrop
Grumman have experimented with a Ka-band radar installed into a M1A2 Abrams battle
tank [9℄. The radar's main tasks are battleeld identiation and surveillane and to
establish ommuniation link between ground vehiles. These tasks are ahieved by using
four ative eletronially sanned arrays, one at eah side of the tank. Duth Army has
an integrated Radar and Fire Control System installed into a Leopard tank to provide
sanning and traking for the anti-airraft system [10, Ch. 7℄. The system onsists of
X- and Ka-band radars, whih both use the same paraboli antenna for transmission
and reeiption. The same onept is also being used in Duth naval ships. Russian
Khrizantema AT-15 is an anti-tank missile system using laser- and millimeter wave radar
homing [11, 12℄. The system is installed into a modied BMP-3 infantry ombat vehile
hassis and the radar is apable of guiding the missile up to 6 km.
1.2 Sope and ontents of this thesis
The sope of the studies presented in this thesis has been to reate tools and methods to
evaluate the feasibility of millimeter wave band for radar appliations. In this thesis the
evaluation methods and new observations onerning millimeter wave propagation and
sattering lose to surfae are summarized. Several dierent instrumentation radars were
designed and onstruted during the researh, beause the emphasis has been on real eld
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experiments and empirial tests, resulting from the desire to use true millimeter wave
radar data rather than simulations.
After this short introdution, in Chapter 2 the theoretial basis of radar and radar signal
proessing are disussed and dierent main types of radars are presented. In Chapter
3 the developed V-band test radar is presented and some interesting design outlines are
disussed inluding alibration issues. The baksattering measurements of millimeter
wave radar signals in Sandinavian environment are presented in Chapter 4. Measured
examples of target RCS values are given in Chapter 5 together with disussion of RCS
behaviour at millimeter wave frequenies. Chapter 6 disusses the suitability of well known
radar signal proessing methods to millimeter wave radars. Summary of publiations is
given in Chapter 7 and onlusions in Chapter 8.
1.3 New sienti results
The work presented in this thesis has produed new knowledge in the following areas:
1) The feasibility of a ompat millimeter wave radar has been demonstrated in true
environmental onditions.
2) Several hardware solutions have been evaluated in onjuntion with pratial eld
measurements.
3) Results of ompletely new baksattering measurements of soil, vegetation and snow
at V-band are presented.
4) New results of Ka-band baksattering measurements of soil, vegetation and snow
at extremely small and large grazing angles are presented.
5) New rain and snowfall baksattering measurement results are presented at Ka-
band. Completely new radar signal attenuation and baksattering measurement
results from explosions of shaped harges are presented.
6) Measurement results showing an unknown phenomenon of variations in lear-sky
baksattering of millimeter wave radar signal in orrelation with the existene of a
low level inversion layer in the atmosphere are presented.
7) A novel and easy-to-use approah for radar pulse width optimization has been in-
trodued.
8) Results of measurements aimed to verify a speial radar signal propagation phenom-
enon alled lens-eet presented in open literature are shown and disussed. The
suggested theory is shown to be valid and has been extended to over long radar
ranges and multiple suessive onave and onvex portions of terrain prole.
2 Theoretial fundamentals of radar
2.1 General radar theory
Radar transmits eletromagneti energy into its surrounding environment through a ra-
diating element. The radiated eletromagneti waveform is sattered by objets in the
volume within the radar overage, and the baksattered energy is aptured with the same
(monostati operation) or with separate (bistati operation) radiating element. The main
task of a traditional radar is to detet the presene of nearby objets, to determine their
range, bearing angle and possible radial veloity [13, Ch. 1℄. In ase of moving objets
the radar might also perform traking, lassiation and priorization of deteted targets
[14℄. The amplitude harateristis of the ehoes together with Doppler- and polariza-
tion ngerprints provide information with whih the operator and the data proessor,
or more often the data proessor alone, an make the deision onerning detetion and
lassiation of the objet in question.
2.1.1 Radar equation
The radar antenna gain ompared to an isotropi radiating element is alulated with
G =
ηr4πs
Ω
Pn(θ, ϕ)dΩ
; dΩ = sinθdθdϕ, (2.1)
where Pn(θ, ϕ) is the normalized radiated power density of an antenna in spherial oor-
dinates and ηr is the antenna eieny, a single parameter that inludes all unidealities of
the antenna suh as surfae auray, prole auray and illumination eieny [15, pp.
813-815℄. Surfae auray is a measure of the RF smoothness of the reeting surfae,
and prole auray desribes how losely the shape of the reeting element approxi-
mates the optimal shape designed for the antenna. Illumination eieny inludes the
problems with the antenna feed pattern optimization, like possible overspilling issues and
edge tapering eets when trying to ahieve uniform illumination of the reeting aper-
ture. The supporting strutures of the feed also redue the eetive olleting area of the
antenna [16, pp. 312-316℄. Typially the antenna eieny values for a paraboli dish at
millimeter wave frequenies are in the order of 0.5 - 0.6 [17, pp. 512-513℄. For a paraboli
antenna with one feed the gain an be approximated with
G = ηr
4πA
λ2
= ηr
(
πD
λ
)2
, (2.2)
where A is the physial area of the antenna, D its largest dimension and λ the wavelength.
The power density of the transmitted and baksattered radar signal at the monostati
radar antenna loation is
Sr =
(
PtGt
4πR2
)(
σ
4πR2
)
, (2.3)
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where Pt is the transmitted power, Gt the gain of transmitting antenna, R radar range
and σ the radar ross setion (RCS) of the baksattering objet [18, Ch. 1℄. The RCS
represents the eetive area with whih the objet aptures and isotropially reradiates
the inident power. The radar aptures the baksattered power with an antenna having
eetive aperture ηrA, whih an be expressed in terms of the reeiver antenna gain (Eq.
2.2). Now the basi monostati (Gt = Gr = G) radar equation an be written in the form
Pr = Sr · ηr · A = PtG
2λ2σ
(4π)3R4
. (2.4)
In order to be able to estimate the maximum detetion range of a radar several additional
fators must be onsidered. The minimum detetable signal power at the input of the
radar reeiver has to be known. It is a funtion of the smallest allowable signal-to-noise
ratio of the target return eho (S/N)min and the noise gure of the system. The minimum
signal power for the target eho an be alulated with
Pmin = kBTsysBn(S/N)min = kB(Tant + (F − 1)T0)Bn(S/N)min, (2.5)
where Tsys is the system and Tant the antenna noise temperature [19, Ch. 5℄. The relation
between Tsys and Tant is only valid in ase a perfet mathing of antenna and reeiver front-
end impedanes is assumed. F and Bn are the noise gure and the noise bandwidth of the
reeiver, respetively. The required signal-to-noise ratio depends on the signal proessing
methods utilized in the radar system. The amount of individual pulses that are integrated
and the methods with whih the integrations are performed eet the required signal-to-
noise ratio in a omplex way. The utuations in the RCS of the baksattering objet
ombined with the several types of losses in the RF signal path further ompliate the
predition analysis of radar range. For one single pulse the radar range equation in its
simple form, having Pr = Pmin, beomes [20, Ch. 3℄
Rmax =
[
PtG
2λ2σ
(4π)3kBTsysBn(S/N)minLatmLx
]1
4
, (2.6)
where the loss fator Latm is the two-way attenuation of the radar signal due to propa-
gation through lossy medium and Lx inludes all other lossess that are signiant to the
alulation of maximum range.
2.1.2 Propagation
At millimeter wave frequenies the attenuation aused by moleule resonane of at-
mospheri gases is signiantly larger than at lower frequenies. The lear air attenuation
is mainly due to oxygen and water vapor moleules, whih espeially at the viinity of
their harateristi resonane frequenies absorb and reradiate the signal energy. This
atmospheri attenuation is a funtion of air temperature, air pressure and the moleule
ontent of the atmosphere. The amount of water vapor has the strongest eet on the
variations of the attenuation value, sine the quantities of other gases remain very stable
and have very well known altitude prole [21, p. 7℄. The semi-empirial model based on
spetrosopi parameters of oxygen and water vapor absorption lines by ITU-R provides
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means for alulation of atmospheri attenuation [22℄. The resonane frequenies are
ideally thin and disrete absorption lines due to the quantized nature of the absorption
proess, but as a result of ollisions of the moleules the absorption lines tend to spread
and merge into a one single absorption belt [23℄. This happens for example for oxygen
moleules resonating at frequenies between 50 GHz and 70 GHz. At higher altitudes
where the air pressure is low, there is a smaller onentration of oxygen moleules, lead-
ing to fewer interations between the moleules and the eletromagneti wave. With the
ourrene of fewer ollisions, individual resonane frequenies are distinguishable and
result in a smaller total attenuation. On the other hand the high onentration of mole-
ules at the sea level leads to a high rate of interations between the oxygen moleules and
the eletromagneti wave as well as inreases the interation between individual oxygen
moleules. Due to the high onentration of moleular ollisions, the individual resonane
frequenies are not distinguishable any more. Instead, the width of the lines overlaps and
auses higher total attenuation [24℄. The sea-level attenuation plot at frequenies between
50 - 70 GHz appears broad and smooth (Fig. 2.1).
The radar signal at millimeter wavelengths interats also with larger airborne partiles,
suh as rain droplets, snow akes, ie rystals and dust. These partiles absorb and satter
the energy of the wave. The absorption attenuation of the signal by a lossy medium an
be estimated by introduing a omplex dieletri onstant into the expression of wave
Figure 2.1: Atmospheri attenuation at frequenies 50-70 GHz omputed with the ITU-R
model [22℄. The graphs from topmost urve downwards represent the altitudes of 0, 5, 10,
15 and 20 km above sea level.
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number:
k = kr + jki = β − jα = Re {ω√µǫ}+ jIm {ω√µǫ} , (2.7)
where
ǫ = ǫrǫ0 − j σs
ω
. (2.8)
 
Figure 2.2: Rain attenuation model as a
funtion of rainfall rate at four frequenies
alulated with the model presented in [25℄.
The imaginary part of the wave num-
ber represents the attenuation (α) and
it is usually given in units of dB/km.
However, the orientations and diele-
tri properties as well as the size dis-
tributions and densities of the parti-
les are usually diult to estimate re-
liably. Therefore most of the mathe-
matial expressions of dierent hydrom-
eteor attenuations are empirial models
derived from real radar measurements
and they usually are power law fun-
tions that best t the olleted atten-
uation data. One example of suh
rain attenuation funtions is a model
reated as a result of three individ-
ual measurement ampaigns presented in
[25℄. The rain attenuation for four fre-
quenies as a funtion of rainfall rate
based on the model is plotted in Fig.
2.2.
The omplex permittivity, and therefore
also the reetion oeient, of soil varies slightly as a funtion of frequeny. The ree-
tion oeient of dierent types of soil is also aeted by the roughness of the surfae as
well as by the instantaneous moisture ontent and vegetation over of the spei area
[26, pp. 285-287℄. If we assume a relatively at surfae illuminated at very low grazing
angles (φ < 2◦), the power reetion oeient of most typial soil and other types of
surfaes is approximately one with the eletri eld experiening a phase hange of 180
◦
,
regardless of the slight loal variations of dieletri properties of the soil substane. This
approximation is valid for vertial and horizontal polarizations as an be seen from Fig.
2.3, where the power reetion oeients are alulated using Fresnel reetion oe-
ient equations [27, p. 302℄. The radar waves sattered from a rough surfae undergo
phase and amplitude hanges whih results in a reeted eld that onsists of speular
and diuse omponents. The ideal smooth surfae reetion oeient is diminished by
speular sattering oeient, whih aording to [28, p. 85℄ is a funtion of standard
deviation of the surfae height irregularity (hrms) and grazing angle (φ), and is given by
ρs = exp
[
−
(
4πhrms
λ
sinφ
)2]
. (2.9)
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Figure 2.3: The power reetion oeient of dierent ground types as a funtion of
inidene angle of the wavefront for an ideal smooth surfae. The upper urve in eah of
the urve pairs represents the TE-mode and the lower the TM-mode.
Figure 2.4: The speular reetion oeient as a funtion of grazing angle and normalized
surfae roughness (hrms/λ) alulated from Eq. 2.9. For example, when the normalized
surfae roughness is 1 and the grazing angle is 2
◦
, the speular reetion oeient is 0.9.
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The behaviour of this oeient is plotted in Fig. 2.4, where the ontour lines represent
the value of the speular reetion oeient. The total surfae power reetion is a
produt of two fators: the square of the magnitude of Fresnel reetion oeient and
the square of the magnitude of speular reetion oeient (Γ(h,v) =
∣∣ρF,(h,v)∣∣2 ∣∣ρs,(h,v)∣∣2)
[29℄. The vegetation fator should also be taken into aount, but the empirial models
at millimeter wave frequenies are insuient, thus making it very diult to be able to
reliably evaluate the vegetation eet. It an be seen in [26, p. 287℄ that at X-band a thin
grass an redue the reetion by 10 dB. Fig. 2.4 learly shows how quikly the speular
omponent is deteriorated as the normalized surfae roughness (hrms/λ) inreases. How-
ever, at very long radar ranges (∼ R > 100ht) when the grazing angle approahes zero,
the speular omponent dominates even though the surfae roughness inreases. Surfaes
an be treated as smooth if they satisfy the Rayleigh roughness riterion
2hrms sinφ > λ/4, (2.10)
suh as a rough asphalt at mirowave and millimeter wave frequenies having hrms = 0.9
mm and a Gaussian distribution [30℄.
The geometry of multipath propagation is shown in Fig. 2.5. The geometry is for at
Earth, sine the radar ranges are assumed to be short. The radar antenna and target
elevations are hr and ht, and the target is loated at range R. The radar signal will reah
the target and reet bak to the reeiving antenna via two paths, Rd and Rr = Rr1+Rr2,
reating altogether four dierent signal paths. For radar appliations, suh as re or mis-
sile ontrol, the primary eet of multipath is to displae the targets from their orret
elevation. In the elevation plane when the grazing angles are very shallow and a speular
reetion ours, the targets appear somewhere between the real target and the image,
or even below the ground surfae.
The sum of the diret and reeted signals at the loation of the target is
E(R) =
E0e
−jkRd
4πRd
(
1 +
Rd
Rr
ρF e
jΦρse
−jk(Rr−Rd)
)
. (2.11)
The onstrutive and destrutive interferene of the eletromagneti waves aused by
multipath an be desribed with a propagation fator. In general, the propagation fator
is a term used to haraterize wave propagation when free spae onditions are not met.
In ase of a nearly horizontally looking radar the multipath propagation eets dominate
in the formation of the propagation fator. The one-way propagation fator, the so alled
path gain fator, for the multipath propagation onditions of Eq. 2.11 is
F =
∣∣∣∣Ed + ErEd
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣1 + ρF ejΦρse−jk(Rr−Rd)∣∣ , (2.12)
beause Rd/Rr ≈ 1. Using the geometry of Fig. 2.5 and trunated binomial series
expansion (assuming R≫ hr, ht) the range dierene an be written as [31, pp. 295-298℄
Rr −Rd =
√
R2 + (ht + hr)2 −
√
R2 + (ht − hr)2
≈ R + (ht + hr)
2
2R
−
(
R +
(ht − hr)2
2R
)
(2.13)
≈ 2hrht
R
.
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Figure 2.5: The geometry of multipath propagation, a at Earth approximation.
Furthermore, for a smooth surfae the produt of Fresnel- and speular reetion oe-
ients at very small grazing angles (φ ≤ 2◦) of the multipath signal from the surfae is -1.
Substituting this oeient and the result of Eq. 2.13 into Eq. 2.12 yields
F =
∣∣∣1− e−j(4pihrhtλR )∣∣∣ = 2 ∣∣∣∣sin 2πhrhtλR
∣∣∣∣ . (2.14)
Using reiproity of the multipath propagation geometry, the power at the radar an be
alulated by multiplying the radar equation (Eq. 2.4) with the fator F 4. Sine the sine
funtion (Eq. 2.14) varies between 0 and 1 depending on the phase dierene between the
diret and reeted signal paths, the signal power arriving to the radar will vary between
0 and 16. Taking into aount the fourth power relationship between the target range
and the eho signal power, the radar range varies between 0 and 2 times the range of the
same radar in free spae due to multipath propagation fator. Thus, the presene of a
onduting at ground plane auses the radar elevation beam to break up into a lobed
struture. If a target is in the lobe, it will ideally be deteted at twie the range than in
free spae, whereas preisely in between the lobes it theoretially will not be deteted at
all. When the distane between a target, having a onstant altitude, and a radar hanges,
the target passes through a number of lobes. The resulting power variation as a funtion
of range is depited in Fig. 2.6. When the range from the radar is inreasing, the last
maximum of the fator F 4 ours at range RT = 4hrht/λ, whih is alled the transition
range [32, pp. 40-41℄. Beyond that range the reeived power is proportional to R−8, and
the basi form of radar equation (Eq. 2.4) an be approximated with
Pr =
4πPtG
2σ
λ2R8
(hrht)
4, (2.15)
by using sin x ≈ x for small x in Eq. 2.14. The transition range inreases rapidly when the
altitude of either the radar antenna or the target is elevated. In the example of Fig. 2.6
the altitudes of the target and the radar relative to eah other are unfavorable, and there-
fore the transition range is only RT = 2100 m. In pratial situations the non-uniform
vegetation and the urvature of the Earth that diverges the rays ause unontrollable
variations in the propagation fator, thereby making the maxima and minima less intense.
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Figure 2.6: The reeived power variation of a onstant altitude target as a funtion of
range ompared to free spae propagation. In this 35 GHz radar example hr = 3 m, half
of the total target height ht = 1.5 m and the power level is normalized so that the values
are relative to the power level at R = 100 m. After the transition range the power level is
proportional to R−8.
2.1.3 Disussion of radar ross setion and far-eld riterion
Radar targets are desribed with a term radar ross setion (RCS), whih in monostati
radar operation relates the amount of power that hits the target to the amount of power
that is reeted bak into the radar reeiver. RCS an be generalized also for bistati
operation (see paragraph 2.2.3). The RCS is a range independent harateristi feature
of a target only when the target is in the far eld of the radar antenna, whih an be seen
from the theoretial denition of RCS:
σ = lim
R→∞
4πR2
(
Pr
Pi
)
, (2.16)
where Pr and Pi are the baksattered power at the radar reeiver and the inident power
at the target, respetively. By denition, the far-eld ondition for RCS is ditated by the
preision with whih the eld inident on the target is required to approximate a plane
wave in phase behaviour. The transverse phase deviation of the inident eld must be
within a speied tolerane, whih traditionally has been set to be equal or less than 22.5
◦
aross the illuminated area. Based on this value the far-eld ondition is fullled when
R ≥ 2D2/λ. In pratie it is ommon to have a situation where the antenna is muh
smaller than the target, at whih time it is possible to dene the far-eld ondition based
on the maximum dimension of the target rather than the antenna. At millimeter wave
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frequenies the far-elds of many targets, suh as ground vehiles and airrafts, may be
in the order of tens of kilometers. The impat of the huge target far-eld riterion on the
RCS measurement auray is demonstrated in the following disussion. If we onsider a
target to be a ylinder with length L viewed from broadside, the redution in observed
RCS due to a phase taper aross the target ompared to the real (far-eld) RCS is [33℄
σmeas
σfar
=
λR
L2
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
L/
√
λR∫
0
e−j(pi/2)t
2
dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
=
λR
L2
[
C2
(
L√
λR
)
+ S2
(
L√
λR
)]
, (2.17)
where C(x) and S(x) are the Fresnel osine and sine integrals. The result of this equation
is shown in Fig. 2.7 for a ase of L/λ = 500. The graph illustrates, that for a speular
type satterer with its largest dimension exeeding that of the radar antenna the phase
tapering aross the target results in a several deibels deviation of the measured RCS
from the far-eld RCS unless the far-eld ondition is determined based on the target's
aperture.
Most of the real targets at millimeter wave frequenies have their dimensions muh larger
than the wavelength (L > 500λ) and they an be thought of as onsisting of a great number
of individual satterers. Therefore the RCS of a target is highly dependent on the aspet
angle, and it is typial for the RCS measurement data to have irregular maxima and
minima with narrow lobewidths. One goal of RCS measurements of a spei target is to
obtain some key gures that haraterize the visibility of a target at a ertain wavelength.
One of these gures is the average RCS of the target. Beause of averaging, there is no
need to preserve the preise phase oherene between the individual satterers. Therefore
the most important fator that determines the average RCS measurement auray is the
amplitude tapering aross the target. It was found in [34℄, that when a large target is
illuminated with a narrow radar beam, the resulting amplitude tapering aross the target
aused larger error than too small range (R < 2L2/λ). It was shown in [33℄, that for a
thin and long target with its main axis perpendiular to the normal of the antenna beam,
and the density of the individual point satterers obeying a uniform distribution on the
target length, the ratio of the observed average RCS to the true average RCS of a target
is
σmeas
σfar
=
√
π
2 ln 2
Rθ3dB
L
erf
(
2
√
ln 2
L
Rθ3dB
)
, (2.18)
where the error funtion is given by
erf(t) =
1√
2π
t∫
0
e−
x
2
2 dx. (2.19)
The term θ3dB is the 3 dB beamwidth of a Gaussian shaped antenna main beam. The
Eq. 2.18 is plotted in Fig. 2.8 for dierent Rθ3dB/L -ratios. The minimum aeptable
measurement range for a partiular target an be determined with Eq. 2.18, when the
target length and the radar beamwidth are known.
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Figure 2.7: The redution in measured RCS
due to a phase taper aross the target om-
pared to the real (far-eld) RCS for a ylin-
der with L/λ = 500 [33℄. The far-eld
range is marked with Rfar.
Figure 2.8: The ratio of the measured aver-
age RCS to the true average RCS of a thin
and long target with main axis perpendiu-
lar to the radar [33℄.
2.2 Types of radars
Radar systems are often sorted into dierent ategories aording to their spei funtion
and installation platform. These inlude for instane surveillane, navigation, re-ontrol
and imaging radars, whih an be ground based, naval, airborne or even spaeborne
appliations. Beause radars observe the environment within the onstraints of frequeny,
polarization and illumination geometry of the emitted eletromagneti waves, they an
also be further lassied by their harateristi features into i.e. short-range, polarimetri
or phased array radar lasses. Nevertheless, it is ustomary to divide the dierent radar
systems into two major ategories based on the waveform they use, regardless of the
spei funtion of the radar. The two ategories are ontinuous-wave (CW) and pulsed
radar. The illumination arrangement and geometry in use further yields to monostati,
bistati or even multistati system.
2.2.1 CW radars
A basi CW radar (Fig. 2.9) employs a ontinuous transmission that results in a on-
tinuous eho signal from the objets within the illuminated volume. The long available
integration time of the CW waveform radars allows to use low power transmitters, sine
the peak power is almost equal to the average power. Therefore CW radars possess low
probability of interept (LPI) features, sine they are diult to detet by interepting
devies. Beause of the simultaneous transmitting and reeiving operation of a CW radar,
the separation of the weak eho signal from the strong transmitted signal must be based
upon the Doppler frequeny shift produed by moving targets. The detetion of stationary
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targets is almost impossible beause of lutter ehoes and leakage from the transmitter
into the reeiver. To avoid the CW reeiver from being saturated by it's own transmit
signal, a reeted power aneller (RPC) is used to suppress the zero Doppler signal in
the reeiver path [35℄. However, due to FM noise sidebands of the transmitted signal,
targets with a low radial veloity (<0.5 m/s) are lost as well. Exellent isolation prop-
erties of an RPC have been demonstrated up to X-band, but it is diult to implement
an RPC at millimeter wave frequenies due to the omplex nature of the design and the
need for high preision vetor modulator [36℄. Without additional ltering, the ahievable
isolation between transmitter and reeiver is only 20-30 dB for CW radars with a single
antenna using a ferrite irulator as a duplexer. In short-range, low-power solutions the
20-30 dB dynami range in the power budget may be enough, but in order to improve
the sensitivity of the radar system separate transmission and reeive antennas must be
used. This may prevent the use of CW radar on small-sale moving platforms due to the
inreased size and weight assoiated with having two antennas.
Figure 2.9: A blok diagram of a simple homodyne frequeny-modulated CW radar using a
single antenna for transmitting and reeiving. A sample of the LO signal in this diagram
is fed to the reeiver with a diretional oupler, but in many pratial appliations where
the RPC-tehnique has not been implemented, the LO signal is diretly fed to the reeiver
through the irulator. These systems are referred to as autodyne [37, p. 16℄.
Besides low power transmitters, the primary advantage of CW radar is the ability to
perform unambiguous Doppler measurement. On the other hand the target range mea-
surements are entirely ambiguous sine the ontinuous nature of the radar waveform does
not permit aurate estimation of unique range information. This limitation an be over-
ome by adding timing marks into the transmission, whih is usually realized by hanging
the frequeny of the transmitted signal in a predetermined way. Suh a radar is alled
frequeny modulated CW (FMCW) radar. The modulating frequeny is usually swept
in a linear fashion, following a periodi triangular or saw-tooth waveform [38℄, but other
modulation shemes, suh as sinusoidal frequeny sweep or frequeny shift keying (FSK),
have also been used. The frequeny deviation and modulation period have a diret eet
on the range and doppler resolution as well as on the bandwidth requirements of the
hardware. When dereasing the deviation of the modulating signal the requirement of
hardware bandwidth is also dereased and thus soures with lower phase noise are avail-
able. On the other hand in this trade-o the range resolution gets worse as well [39℄. In
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future vehiular radar appliations, suh as ollision avoidane and autonomous driving
systems, the simultaneous target range and veloity measurement with high resolution
and auray is required also in situations when multiple targets are present. To meet
these requirements with traditional FMCW waveforms would lead to unaeptably long
measurement times. Therefore, more sophistiated waveforms have been proposed [40℄,
whih supports the dominating position of FMCW radar as a tehnologial solution for
vehiular radar also in the future.
2.2.2 Pulse radars
A majority of all surveillane, navigation and weather radars are pulse radars that use
a waveform onsisting of repetitive short-duration pulses (Fig. 2.10). Due to the short
duration of the transmitted RF energy the peak power of the transmitter must be kept
high. The typial duty yle of pulse radars (<1%) results in smaller average transmitted
power than in CW radars.
Figure 2.10: A simplied blok diagram of a pulse radar.
The pulse repetition frequeny (PRF) is the rate, in pulses per seond, with whih the
RF pulses are sent. To avoid range ambiguity, the PRF must be suh that the ehoes
from the expeted maximum distane are allowed to return to the reeiver before the
next pulse is transmitted. If the PRF is set to orrespond the desired radar overage, the
range determination is performed by measuring the time delay of the eho with respet
to the transmitted pulse. In oherent radar systems the PRF represents also the rate
at whih the radar takes samples of the phase of the eho pulses, hanges arising from
the relative motion of the radar and the target [41℄. To keep the veloity measurement
unambiguous, the maximum allowable phase shift between suessive pulses is ±π rad,
whih orresponds to a Doppler frequeny of
fD = ±PRF/2 (2.20)
and radial veloity of
vD = ±PRF · λ/4. (2.21)
Therefore the Doppler shifts generated by most airborne targets are folded down into
the insuient Doppler frequeny band of typial long-range surveillane radars, and the
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true radial veloity information is lost. The seletion of suitable PRF is not only a hoie
between unambiguos range and veloity, but it depends also on the desired veloity res-
olution and sanning method of the radar. Sine the detetion propability of a single
pulse is rather low, integration of suessive target ehoes is performed in all pratial
radar appliations. Ideal oherent integration of n pulses inreases the signal-to-noise
ratio by the fator of n [42℄. Beause the number of pulses available for integration is
a funtion of PRF and target illumination time, the seletion proess of radar antenna
sanning speed and PRF is a ompromise between several requirements. The dilemma is
illustrated in Fig. 3 of [P6℄. A ommon pratie to unfold the aliased Doppler frequenies
or to ope with multiple-time-around ehoes is to use PRF staggering [43℄. The hanging
of the pulse repetition interval on a pulse-to-pulse basis (or in larger groups) in a regu-
lar pattern provides means to solve the unambiguities in range or veloity measurement
[44, 45℄. In radars using the moving target indiation (MTI) -ltering tehnique the PRF
staggering pushes the rst null of the MTI-aneler further in the veloity response urve
thus improving the detetion probability [46℄.
The detetion apability of a pulse radar depends on the energy transmitted in the radar
pulses. Transmitting longer pulses inreases the average transmitted power, but at the
same time degrades the range resolution of the radar. The inreasing of the average
transmitted power an be aomplished without ompromising the range resolution by
modulating the radar pulses. Sine the range resolution depends on the bandwidth of
the pulse, a tehnique alled pulse ompression is widely used in pulse radars to inrease
the bandwidth of transmitted pulses [47, p. 530℄. A great number of pulse ompression
tehniques has been developed, of whih linear frequeny modulation and binary phase
oding are most widely used [48, 49℄. In the radar reeiver the eho pulses are ompressed
in the time domain by orrelating the reeived signal with a replia of the transmitted
pulse, resulting in a ner range resolution than would be ahieved with an unmodulated
pulse. The main drawbak in the use of pulse ompression is the appearane of range
sidelobes around the main signal peak, whih ause overspilling of target eho power into
adjaent range gates [50℄. In addition to the amplitude masking aused by the range
sibelobes, they also ontaminate the phase information of the signal in the range gates
they fall in.
2.2.3 Monostati, bistati and multistati ongurations
In previous setions desribing the CW and pulse radar it was assumed that the transmit-
ter and reeiver share a ommon antenna, forming a monostati radar system. A bistati
radar onsists of separately loated transmitting and reeiving sites, and a multistati sys-
tem may have several transmitters and reeivers loated at onsiderable distanes from
eah other (Fig. 2.11). Most of the measurements presented in this thesis are made with
a monostati radar.
Bistati radar systems have been studied and built sine the earliest days of radar, and
in fat the very rst radars were based on bistati onguration, beause devies suh as
ferrite irulator or T/R swithes were not available yet. However, when more sophisti-
ated means of ahieving signal isolation between the transmitter and reeiver emerged,
the researh and development of bistati radar has redued, and the main fous has been
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Figure 2.11: Radar illumination geometries: monostati (left), bistati (enter) and mul-
tistati (right) onguration.
on monostati radars. Nonetheless, the geometry of bistati radar generates a number of
advantages that a monostati radar is unable to provide [51℄.
The operation of a bistati radar is dened by a oordinate system on a plane ontaining
the transmitter Tx, reeiver Rx and the target [52℄ (Fig. 2.12). The onentri ellipses
with foi at reeiver and transmitter loations represent the isorange ontours and the
hyperbolas the onstant time-dierene of arrival (TDOA) ontours of a bistati radar
system (Fig. 2.13). In a multistati network the azimuth angle of a target (θR) as seen
from a reeiving site is provided by the diretive reeiver antenna. The target-to-reeiver
range is more ompliated issue that has to be solved from the bistati triangle. To
aomplish this the baseline length (L) and the range sum (Rt + Rr) have to be known.
The solution of the target-to-reeiver range is of the form [P8℄
Rr =
(Rt +Rr)
2 − L2
2(Rt +Rr + L sin θR)
. (2.22)
In order to be able to alulate the range Rr it is neessary to provide some form of
synhronization between the transmitter and reeiver [53℄. Several synhronization teh-
niques are available, of whih a able or ber link is the most aurate alternative. A able
onnetion, however, is not suitable for mobile bi- or multistati radar networks, and they
must instead establish the timing referene through diret radio, optial onnetions or
via satellite link [54℄. A radio onnetion is the most feasible solution for mobile multi-
stati radar systems, beause the use of a satellite link makes the radar dependent on an
external system and the use of optial synhronization requires uninterrupted line-of-sight
between transmitter and reeiver.
Despite of the hallenge in the tehnologial solution of proper synhronization method,
the transmitting and reeiving systems of bistati radars are potentially simple and heap.
Moreover, the reeiving sites in a multistati network are passive and hene undetetable
by means of eletroni support measures (ESM). Bistati onguration may also possess
a ounterstealth apability, sine target shaping speially designed to redue the mono-
stati RCS will not in general redue the bistati RCS. The bistati radar equation is
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Figure 2.12: The bistati oordi-
nate system. The bistati triangle
in this gure is shown in a north-
referened oordinate system.
Figure 2.13: The isorange ontours (onentri el-
lipses) and time-dierene-of-arrival (TDOA) on-
tours (onentri hyperbolas) on the bistati plane.
derived in the same manner as the monostati radar equation (2.15), yielding:
Pr =
PtGtGrλ
2σbi
(4π)3R2tR
2
r
F 2t F
2
r . (2.23)
The bistati radar equation shows, that the bistati RCS has the same eet on the
reeived power level than the baksattered RCS in monostati onguration. Thefore
it is beneial for multistati radar networks, that the bistati sattering oeient of
land lutter at moderate bistati angles (20◦ < β < 120◦) is generally redued from the
value of baksattering diretion. Although low grazing angle measurements of lutter
bistati sattering oeients have not been extensively reported in literature, the few
measurement ampaigns desribed in [55℄ show a maximum derease in the order of 10
dB in land lutter relative to the monostati value. In addition to that, the illuminated
lutter ell area at small grazing angles (φ ≤ 2◦) in bistati geometry is smaller than in
monostati ase approximately by a fator of ∼ cos2(β/2). This ombined with the small
ground sattering oeients redues the reeived ground lutter power levels 5-15 dB
thereby making the signal-to-land lutter ratio of bistati radar system equal or better
than in monostati radar system.
2.3 Basi signal proessing issues
Radar signal proessing is a eld that overs numerous tasks ranging from traking al-
gorithms to antenna sidelobe anelling. One of the main purposes of a radar signal
proessing unit is to extrat the desired targets from raw radar eho signals. These radar
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targets must be deteted against the noise and lutter bakground, whih will vary with
range, antenna bearing angle and time. The detetion algorithms are based on the ampli-
tude and phase information of the reeived signal, and depending on radar hardware also
polarimetri properties an be utilized. The detetion proess onsists of two main tasks:
a ltering stage where noise and lutter interferene is suppressed, and a detetion stage
where the deision onerning the presene of a target is made. Although this thesis does
not speially deal with radar signal proessing, in the following some elementary issues
onerning radar detetion will be briey disussed.
For a moving ground-based or airborne radar the hanges in lutter reetivity and sta-
tistial behaviour are ontinuous and rather unpreditable, whereas for xed radars the
knowledge of the surrounding lutter environment an be used as a subsdiary tool for tar-
get detetion, as for example in a form of a frequently updated spatial lutter map [56℄.
When onsidering the detetion performane of a radar, the amplitude of baksattered
lutter eho an not be given a unique value, as it depends on the spei RCS and phase
assoiated with individual satterers within the illuminated area or volume. Therefore
the amplitude behaviour must be desribed statistially.
Commerially available modern oherent radars employ quadrature detetion to reate
their baseband signals. After quadrature detetion, the signal onsists of bipolar in-phase
and quadrature-phase signals, the so alled I- and Q-hannels. The probability density
funtion (pdf) of radar signal amplitude is omposed from unipolar envelope signal [57℄,
whih orresponds to the magnitude of the phasor vetor whose omponents the two
quadrature hannels are. The radar signal vetor in I/Q-plane is a vetor sum of all
baksattered signals from a given resolution ell plus thermal noise. Therefore, depend-
ing on the relative amplitudes and phases of the signals, the desired target signal may
our anywhere in the I/Q-plane within the onstraints of the dynami range of radar
video voltage. The detetion threshold should be set to provide an aeptable level of
false alarms and maximize the probability of detetion [58℄. The relationship between
probability of false alarm (Pfa) and probability of detetion (Pd) and their dependene
on the probability density funtions of target ehoes and noise is illustrated in Fig. 2.14.
A false alarm ours when signal voltage (u) exeeds the threshold voltage (UT ) when
noise alone is present in the reeiver. The reeiver noise is assumed to be Gaussian due to
its thermal nature. When it is passed through a narrowband lter, the pdf of the envelope
of the noise voltage output an be shown to follow a Rayleigh probability density funtion.
Therefore the probability of false alarm an be determined by integrating the pdf:
Pfa =
∞∫
UT
u
Ψ2
exp
(
− u
2
2Ψ2
)
du = exp
(
− U
2
T
2Ψ2
)
, (2.24)
where Ψ2 is the variane of noise voltage [59℄. The probability of detetion is dened in
an analogous manner, being the probability of a signal exeeding the threshold voltage in
a ase a target is present at the resolution ell. Assuming a non-utuating target with
an amplitude of at, the probability of detetion an be found by integrating the Riean
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Figure 2.14: A graphial example of the relationship between probability of false alarm
and probability of detetion. Probability density funtions for one pulse are shown with
dotted line and for ve integrated pulses with solid line. The noise alone follows Rayleigh
distribution whereas a non-fading target eho, whose average signal-to-noise ratio is 11 dB,
and Rayleigh distributed noise together are haraterized with a Riean pdf. The voltage
threshold was initially set for one pulse to provide Pfa = 10
−2
and Pd = 0.90. After
integration the detetion performane was inreased to Pfa = 2 · 10−6 and Pd = 0.98.
distribution funtion
Pd =
∞∫
UT
u
Ψ2
exp
(
−u
2 + a2t
2Ψ2
)
I0
(uat
Ψ2
)
du, (2.25)
where I0(x) is the modied Bessel funtion of the zero order and the threshold voltage is
UT =
√
2Ψ2 ln(1/Pfa) [60℄. The equation of Pd an not be be evaluated in a losed form,
and therefore numerial tehniques or a series approximation must be used. The equation
(2.25) an be desribed with a Marum Q-funtion:
Pd = Q
(√
a2t
Ψ2
,
√
2 ln
(
1
Pfa
))
. (2.26)
The generalized Marum Q-funtion of order 1 is dened by the integral [61℄
Q(α, β) =
∞∫
β
ζI0(αζ)e
−(ζ2+α2)/2dζ. (2.27)
In Fig. 2.15 the detetion probability is plotted as a funtion of single pulse signal-to-noise
ratio for several false alarm probabilities. The graph was reated by using an algorithm
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Figure 2.15: The probability of
detetion as a funtion of single
pulse signal-to-noise ratio with
probability of false alarm as a
parameter. Pratial radars re-
quire a performane of at least
Pfa > 10
−6
and Pd > 0.95,
whih orresponds to a mini-
mum single pulse (S/N) > 13.65
dB. It is not possible to ahieve
the required (S/N) in all situa-
tions, and therefore integration
of pulses is arried out in all
pulsed radar systems. The graph
was omputed by using a numer-
ial algorithm [61℄ for Equation
(2.26).
for numerial omputation of Eq. (2.26) presented in [62℄. Figure 2.15 illustrates the
need for pulse integration in order to ahieve the desired levels of Pfa and Pd, whih for
most of the pratial radar appliations an not be ahieved just by deteting a single
pulse. The pdf of eho signals will be modied by the integration proess (see Fig. 2.14).
For n independent identially distributed variates the pdf of their sum after non-oherent
integration is an n-fold onvolution of the single pulse pdfs [63℄. For thermal noise the
samples from pulse to pulse are assumed independent, but in ase of lutter the suessive
pulses are often orrelated [64℄. Therefore, in order to obtain independent samples from
lutter ehoes, the deorrelation times of spei lutter types should be known to adjust
the integration time aordingly [65℄. Furthermore, the equation (2.25) above assumes a
non-utuating target eho during the integration period. However, it is obvious that the
RCS of any moving target will have temporal utuations as the target's yaw angle as
seen by the radar hanges.
To properly aount for target and lutter utuations, both the probability density fun-
tions and the orrelation properties with time must be known for a partiular target and
lutter type. Ideally, these harateristis should be measured for dierent targets and
target trajetories, but suh measurement ampaigns are not easily realizable. A more
pratial approah has been to formulate a reasonable model for target utuations and
to analyse the eets mathematially. The radar ommunity has widely aepted the four
utuation models proposed by Swerling [66℄ already in 1960 to desribe the RCS behav-
iour of man made targets. For lutter baksattering, on the other hand, there are no
models that are widely appliable for dierent situations, despite of the numerous mea-
surement ampaigns desribed in the literature [67, 68, 69℄. The empirial models based
on atual measurement data have not provided reliable desription of low grazing angle
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lutter above X-band. Furthermore, the semi-empirial models based on measurement
data olleted at one plae fail to desribe the lutter behaviour in another geographial
loation. Therefore lutter baksattering measurements have to be onduted separately
for dierent radar types and lutter environments. Still, the empirial models are based
on average onditions and are developed to enable average radar performane estimations
and omparisons between dierent signal proessing methods. On a given day of radar
operation the onditions an vary signiantly from the average preditions. Moreover,
when trying to derive an exat relationship between false alarms and detetion probability
one needs to bear in mind that the disturbing eet aused by false alarms depends on
the radar appliation. In systems, where the radar data is rapidly updated (the sanning
rate and/or the sanning geometry is suh that the target area is illuminated tens or even
hundreds of times every minute) the false alarms an be eliminated by simply orrelating
the data from suessive sans thereby making the single san false alarm probability
requirements less severe. Also depending on the level of automation the needs onerning
false alarm rate may be very dierent from radar to radar. Human observer is muh more
tolerant against false alarms than an automati algorithm [70℄.
As an be found from Fig. 2.15, the probability of false alarm is very sensitive to the set-
ting of the detetion threshold voltage. In pratial situations the nonstationary lutter
bakground means that a xed detetion threshold is not useful and therefore adaptive
tehniques are required to maintain a onstant false alarm rate (CFAR) in all irum-
stanes [71℄. There are several dierent implementations of onstant false alarm rate
Figure 2.16: An illustration of the onstant false alarm priniple depited in an A-type
radar display. In this ase only Gaussian noise and one target are present, and a threshold
of desired probability of false alarm is set aording to Rayleigh pdf. In ase the signal
level would rise, a new threshold would be estimated loally for eah range gate. In this
ase the seleted value of Pfa is too low, allowing for two false alarms to our.
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proessors [72℄, whih all establish a detetion threshold by estimating the harateris-
ti features of referene ells surrounding the atual ell under test, see Fig. 2.16. A
CFAR proessor operates by examining a window of range- or ross-range ells or an area
around the test ell. Usually CFAR proessing is applied for signal amplitude, but similar
methods an also be employed in onnetion with Doppler frequeny or even polarization
ngerprints [73, 74℄.
A ell averaging CFAR is an adaptive proedure that estimates the lutter mean level
around the test ell. It assumes that the lutter is uniformly distributed and that the ref-
erene ells are good representatives of the loal lutter level. For air surveillane radars
these assumptions are not a problem as the area around an airraft is generally empty,
and good bakground statistis an be obtained [75, pp. 494-497℄. However, for ground
targets a uniform lutter situation within the referene window is hardly ever maintained
due to sudden hanges in lutter harateristis. This is made worse by the fat that
ground vehiles often hide at the edges of lutter boundaries to redue the probability of
detetion. In order to redue the strong and non-uniform lutter while maintaining a on-
stant false alarm rate, several CFAR proessors have been developed in whih the lutter
statistis are modeled as Pearson [76℄, Weibull [77℄, log-normal [78℄ and K-distributions
[79℄. These detetion shemes are suitable for traditional mirowave radars up to X-band,
but for millimeter wave radar there are no reports of eetive CFAR solutions. When the
wavelength of the radar signal approahes the dimensions of the subsatterers, the lutter
ehoes beome more spiky and the spatial intensity variations between resolution ells
an be as high as 20-30 dB. This kind of lutter behaviour at millimeter wave frequen-
ies makes the use of CFAR-type of algorithms more hallenging than at lower frequenies.
In addition to the amplitude information of a radar signal, a oherent radar an also utilize
the phase information. The signal proessing methods that use the phase information an
operate parallel to the amplitude-based tehniques, and the outputs of the two proessing
paths an be orrelated to give the nal detetion deision. If suh parallel proessing has
not been implemented into a radar system, the phase information is usually treated rst.
Figure 2.17: Normalized frequeny response of a three pulse MTI-aneller (delay line
oeients [1 -2 1℄, see Eq. (2.28)) on an I-Q -plane (left) and frequeny-plane (right).
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The two methods that are able to disriminate moving targets from stationary objets are
moving target indiation (MTI) and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)-based Doppler lter
bank [80℄. MTI is based on the fat that the lutter spetrum is typially onentrated
around DC and multiple integers of the radar PRF. Therefore the stopband of an MTI-
lter should be seleted so that the lutter power from stationary ehoes is attenuated
to desired level and on the other hand so that the elimination of slow veloity targets is
minimized. A basi three pulse aneler impulse response is given by
h(t) = δ(t)− 2δ(t− 1/PRF ) + δ(t− 2/PRF ), (2.28)
where δ(t) is the delta funtion. The respetive frequeny response is shown in Fig. 2.17.
In the FFT-based Doppler proessing method a spetral analysis of the return ehoes is
performed for eah range ell. The radar signal is analyzed by applying the fast Fourier
transform, whih performs a sophistiated oherent integration of suessive ehoes. Con-
trary to MTI-proessing, in Doppler proessing the entire frequeny information is pre-
served, whih allows target detetion also in irumstanes where the radar resolution ell
is oupied by both the target and volume lutter having a non-zero radial veloity. The
dierene in output information of MTI and Doppler proessor is illustrated in gure 2.18.
As this illustrative example shows, FFT-proessing does not make deisions onerning
detetion, sine it preserves all information, whereas MTI may aidentally anel out
slowly moving or veloity aliased targets that fall on the stopband.
Figure 2.18: Top left is a snapshot of
unproessed radar data from a situation
where two targets are buried within lut-
ter. Top right is a gure where the data
has been passed through an FFT-proessor
and eah resolution ell has been assigned
with a Doppler frequeny value. The lut-
ter Doppler veloity is lose to zero. Bot-
tom left represents a situation after MTI,
where lutter has been removed and the
two targets are left along with a few lutter
spikes that have partially passed the lter.
3 Millimeter wave test
instrumentation radar
In order to be able to evaluate millimeter wave radar operation in real environmental
onditions and to empirially study the lutter bakground at millimeter wave frequenies,
several dierent instrumentation radars were designed and onstruted during the thesis
work. In this hapter some design outlines and alibration issues are disussed and a
V-band instrumentation radar is presented in more detail.
3.1 Design outlines due to eld test requirements
For pratial reasons, one of the main requirements for the design and onstrution of the
instrumentation radar systems was resistane against severe weather onditions at the test
sites. A xed test station ould not be onsidered due to the desire to be able to meet
dierent kinds of environments (terrain prole, vegetation) as well as have an ability to
make RCS-measurements in a exible manner. Therefore, the radar hardware had to be
designed to withstand all weather onditions without any shelters or additional heating.
Furthermore, for some of the test systems a possibility for unattended operation and data
reording over long time periods had to be taken into aount. Meaningful reordings over
long periods of time extended the reliability requirements to over also the data logging
system. Proper test sites for prolonged operations, in whih unwanted human interferene
ould be minimized, were not always equipped with reliable power soures, and the sur-
vivability of radar hardware and data logging system in ase of temporary loss of primary
power had to be ensured. Furthermore, due to lak of proper sheltering and guarding
at the test sites, the possibility of equipment loss or damage ould not be exluded and
therefore expensive millimeter wave laboratory instruments were out of question.
Portability was another key fator in the design of the test instrumentation radars. Many
millimeter wave instrumentation radars presented in literature seem to be rather large,
and therefore only limited mobility between interesting loations is available with these
systems [81, 82℄. To ensure exible mobility, the radar system as well as all neessary
equipment was required to t inside a regular station wagon ar. Some of the remote test
sites were not reahable by ar, so in order to set up the equipment into a desired loation
the radar had to be arried by hand for the last tens or hundreds of meters. Therefore the
size and weight of the hardware had strit requirements. Fortunately these requirements
ould be met, sine reent advanes in modern millimeter wave ommuniation systems
and the related development of ost-eetive semiondutor devies enabled a rather om-
pat design.
Keeping in mind the denite requirements related to portability and expeted weather
onditions as well as the estimated budget, the desired radar performane gures were
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outlined. The intended use of the dierent test radar systems involved baksattering
measurements of surfae and volume lutter, researh work onerning millimeter wave
radar signal propagation and an ability to arry out RCS measurements. A suitable an-
tenna for these tasks should have its beamwidth in the order of one degree, whih would
be in good agreement with a true operational radar. Due to the researh nature of the
radar system there was no need to implement any kind of sanning ontrol or eletrial
steering funtion. The mehanial struture of the radar mounting pedestal was designed
to be rm and stable to ensure onsistent illumination of a seleted area as well as to
enable preise alignment of the antenna main beam even without servo ontrol.
The pulse repetition frequeny was designed to be adjustable from very low values up
to 100 kHz. The wide PRF seletion range would allow to use values orresponding to
dierent kinds of operational modes of millimeter wave radars, ranging from very high
update rate systems intended for nearby environment monitoring tasks to long range
surveillane systems. The PRF seletion also has an impat on the unambiguous Doppler
range of the test instrumentation radar. The adjustment option made it possible to set the
PRF aording to the antiipated Doppler-frequenies during the spei testing period.
The exibility was further added by making the transmitted pulse width seletable within
the IF bandwidth limits as well.
3.2 Optimization of beam shape and pulse width
By denition it is assumed that an objet with a spei radar ross setion is a point
target from the viewpoint of the observing radar. Therefore it is not pratial to use radar
ross setion when dealing with surfae or volume lutter, beause in most operational
situations the radar instantaneously illuminates the vast lutter soures in suh a way,
that the radar range ell (volume) or the ross setion of the antenna beam is ompletely
lled with e.g. rain or land. Therefore the baksattered lutter power is dependent on the
spei radar antenna beamwidth and pulse width. To overome the system dependent
denitions surfae lutter is haraterized by surfae reetivity per illuminated area, the
sattering oeient σ0:
σ0 = σ/Ac, (3.1)
where the illuminated area Ac is a funtion of radar antenna beam shape, pulse width
and grazing angle. In typial ground-based radar geometry the antenna beam footprint
on the surfae in range diretion exeeds the projeted range resolution (set by the pulse
width) of the radar. This situation is dened to be a pulse-limited illumination geometry,
and the reeived power for suh a ase is [83, pp. 752-753℄:
Pr =
PtG
2
0λ
2
(4π)3Latm
∫
Ac
g(θ)p
(
t− 2R
c
)
σ0dA
R4
, (3.2)
where p(t) is a weighting funtion that aounts for pulse shape variations and g(θ)
antenna beam shape variations. For beamwidths in the order of 1
◦
and pulse widths less
than a few hundred nanoseons the variations of σ0 and R4 an be assumed to be negligible
aross the illuminated area [84℄. Furthermore, if a radar in use has its unmodulated
pulse shape approximately retangular (the rise- and fall-times of the pulse being short),
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the pulse shape weighting funtion equals unity. Therefore the illumination integral is
expressed solely by the gain variation in aross-range diretion. From the illumination
geometry one an derive an approximation for the area of the instantaneously illuminated
radar footprint at small grazing angles (φ < 10◦) to be [68, pp. 42-43℄
Ac =
1
2
cτRθ3dB,az sec φ. (3.3)
The notion of using 3 dB antenna beamwidth is a traditional way to desribe radar illu-
mination. This obviously results in 6 dB power level redution at the edges of the radar
footprint ompared to beam maximum, and espeially small targets situated at footprint
edges are buried under the thermal noise oor. If we hoose to dene the illuminated
area by using 1.5 dB antenna beamwidth points instead, the two-way power fallo from
the edges of the footprint is redued to 3 dB. The respetive redution in the illuminated
area orresponds more properly to the atual eetive beam area from whih the majority
of the baksattered power originates. The dierene between using 1.5 dB beamwidth
instead of traditional 3 dB points when measuring uniformly distributed lutter is well
below 2 dB.
A paraboli antenna mainlobe pattern follows a cos2-funtion (Fig. 3.1). By solving
the illumination integral, a beam shape orretion fator 1/α to aount for nonuniform
beamwidth illumination an be alulated. By hoosing the orretion fator to orre-
spond with the 1.5 dB beamwidth, a relation between orretion fator and illumination
integral an be written as:
2
1
2
θ1.5dB∫
0
cos2
(
θ
a
)
dθ =
1
α
θ1.5dB, (3.4)
where the saling oeient a = 2θ3dB/π is expressed in terms of the 3 dB beamwidth.
As a result the beam shape orretion fator beomes
1
α
=
1
2
+ sinc(π − 2) ≈ 1
1.11
. (3.5)
With these denitions the sattering oeient in pulse-limited geometry at small grazing
angles (φ < 10◦) is
σ0 =
(4π)3R3Latm2α
G2λ2cτθ1.5dB secφ
(
Pr
Pt
)
. (3.6)
In ase of perfetly perpendiular inidene the eetive illuminated area simply beomes
Ac =
πR2
4α2
θ21.5dB , (3.7)
where a paraboli antenna with equal azimuth and elevation beam patterns is assumed.
From this the expression for the sattering oeient in perfetly perpendiular illumina-
tion geometry is
σ0 =
256π2R2Latmα
2
G2λ2θ21.5dB
(
Pr
Pt
)
. (3.8)
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Figure 3.1: The width of the
radar footprint at aross-range
dimension is dened by the 1.5
dB points of the mainbeam. A
orretion fator is alulated
with the illumination integral to
aount for the nonuniform il-
lumination. The shaded ar-
eas 1 and 2 are equal. As
a result of the orretion fa-
tor the eetive footprint area
for beamshapes following os
2
-
funtion an be alulated using
the 1 dB points.
A volumetri resolution ell for a paraboli antenna with equal azimuth and elevation
beam patterns is obtained by multiplying Eq. (3.7) with cτ/2 [67℄, resulting in volumetri
sattering oeient equation:
η =
512π2R2Latmα
2
G2λ2θ21.5dBcτ
(
Pr
Pt
)
. (3.9)
A radar system should be designed to give a reasonable ombination of thermal noise
performane, lutter redution, spatial resolution and tolerane against jamming. These
topis are oupled through the proessing bandwidth of a pulse radar. Very narrow
bandwidths will generally give low noise levels, whereas the observed lutter amplitude
inreases if we employ longer pulses. The radar pulse width seletion has typially been
losely onneted to the maximum target dimension due to the general assumption that
the target-to-lutter ratio is maximized when mathing the pulse width to the largest
target dimension. The desired range resolution in most ases will also be ahieved when
this traditional pulse width seletion proess is followed.
Modern DSP-tehnology enables real-time implementation of omplex signal proessing
algorithms, whih may even allow target detetion in situations where the signal-to-noise
ratio is less than one. The baksattered lutter power eetively inreases the noise oor
in the radar reeiver thereby degrading the minimum detetable RCS. The amount of
reeived lutter power is, among other parameters, a funtion of pulse width. The limits
that lutter returns and thermal noise alone set on the maximum range of detetion for
a spei target RCS an be alulated for dierent radar pulse widths. These maximum
range urves onverge to produe a solution for the optimal pulse width for a radar ong-
uration in given lutter onditions. This kind of method does not respond to requirements
related to range resolution or survivability under eletroni interferene, but provides an
eetive way to manage the ompliated relation between noise performane and lutter
baksattering. The use of suh pulse width seletion tool gives the radar engineer an
insight into radar performane in ertain operational environment.
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The thermal noise-limited maximum range of a radar as a funtion of pulse width an be
alulated using Eq. (2.6) for spei target RCS. In the equation the time-bandwidth
produt (Bnτ) is hosen to orrespond with the IF lowpass lter shape and transmit-
ted pulse shape, and the lowest allowable signal-to-noise ratio is seleted aording to
the signal proessing performane. The lutter-limited maximum range an be similarly
estimated by setting:
σ = σ0
1
2α
cτRθ1.5dB sec φ surfae lutter (3.10)
σ = η
πR2
4α2
θ21.5dB
cτ
2
volume lutter (3.11)
and solving eah ase for R. The behaviour of thermal noise-limited and volume lutter-
limited maximum ranges as a funtion of pulse width and target RCS is illustrated in
Fig. 3.2 for arbitrary radar harateristis. The two ases eah dene a surfae on whih
the maximum radar range lies. The intersetion of the two surfaes denes a urve whih
represents the optimal solution for the radar pulse width for dierent target RCS values.
To determine the optimal pulse width for our instrumentation radars, we estimated a
generi set of radar and lutter parameters. Cost-eetive hardware omponents, that
would satisfy the initial test radar performane requirements, indiated transmitted power
at the output stage in the order of +23 dBm and +10 dBm and system noise temperature
of 350 K and 850 K for Ka- and V-band, respetively. The antenna gain used for both
frequeny bands was 40 dBi. Furthermore, the lowest allowable signal-to-noise ratio was
set to 0 dB and a mathed lter reeiver was assumed (Bnτ = 1). With these denitions
the thermal noise-limited radar range ould be alulated for seleted RCS-values. In the
design stage of the test radars there was no self-aquired lutter data available for the
desired frequenies, so the surfae and volume sattering oeient values were looked
up from open literature. Sine the literature is almost ompletely laking low grazing
angle ground lutter data at millimeter wave frequenies, very generi values were used.
The gure 3.39 in [67℄ suggests approximately σ0 = −20 dB(m2/m2) at Ka-band and
σ0 = −17 dB(m2/m2) at V-band, whih were seleted to represent typial ground lutter
Figure 3.2: Thermal
noise and volume
lutter-limited maximum
ranges dene surfaes
whose intersetion urve
marks the optimal radar
pulse width for dierent
target RCS values. This
gure illustrates the
pulse width optimization
method, and therefore
the spei parameters
used to reate the graph
are not of interest here.
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Figure 3.3: Obtainable radar range for vari-
ous pulse widths at Ka-band. Solid lines de-
sribe a ase for target RCS of 100 m
2
and
dashed lines for 10 m
2
. Blue urves repre-
sent the noise-limited, red urves the rain
lutter-limited and blak urve ground lut-
ter limited ase. The ground lutter limited
ase for target RCS of 100 m
2
is outside of
the graph area.
Figure 3.4: Obtainable radar range for var-
ious pulse widths at V-band. The target
RCS is 1 m
2
. Blue urve represents the
noise-limited, red urve the rain lutter-
limited and blak urve ground lutter lim-
ited ase. Atmospheri attenuation has not
been taken into aount in this graph. If de-
sired, it an be inluded as a saling fator
for the range axis.
values. Rain baksatter data at millimeter wave frequenies is more readily available.
The volume sattering oeient was alulated using least square t equation based on
Ballisti Researh Laboratory (USA) measurements [85℄ to give η = −30.2 dB(m2/m3) at
Ka-band and η = −26.8 dB(m2/m3) at V-band for rain intensity of 10 mm/h.
One the parameters were dened, graphs for pulse width optimization ould be alu-
lated. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show obtainable radar ranges for dierent pulse widths for Ka-
and V-bands. As indiated in Fig. 3.3, ground lutter does not limit the maximum radar
range for targets having RCS = 100 m
2
when using pulse widths below 150 ns, whereas
for target RCS of 10 m
2
the optimal pulse width in ground lutter onditions is 107 ns
at Ka-band. Rain baksattering (with rain intensity of 10 mm/h) starts to limit the
maximum range when pulse widths are above 102 ns and 43 ns for target RCS of 100 m
2
and 10 m
2
, respetively. At V-band the situation with the seleted parameters seems to
be more straightforward. Against a one square meter target the ground- and rain lutter
urves indiate optimal pulse width values 56 ns and 61 ns, and for a 100 m
2
target (not
plotted in Fig. 3.4) the maximum radar range is not aeted at all by lutter returns when
using pulse widths shorter than 150 ns. Real targets at V-band have RCS far beyond 1
m
2
, so the pulse width seletion at this frequeny band is not based on the optimization
against lutter returns, sine the thermal noise oor and atmospheri attenuation are the
ritial limiting fators of the radar range.
Due to the absene of exat knowledge of volume- and surfae lutter baksattering
oeients, the pulse width optimization proess an be further elaborated by sweeping
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Figure 3.5: A solution for the optimal pulse width as a funtion of target RCS and volu-
metri baksattering oeient for Ka-band. On the lower graph the optimal pulse width-
surfae is represented with a set of labeled isourves. The orresponding radar range is
presented with olours at the bakground. The isourves for range are presented with
narrow ontour lines, and the labels are with white font.
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Figure 3.6: A solution for the optimal pulse width as a funtion of target RCS and surfae
baksattering oeient for Ka-band. On the lower graph the optimal pulse width-surfae
is represented with a set of labeled isourves. The orresponding radar range is presented
with olours at the bakground. The isourves for range are presented with narrow ontour
lines, and the labels are with white font.
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η and σ0 over a range of values. If the target RCS is also allowed to vary, the solution
for the optimal pulse width as a funtion of the two variables (η and σ for volume lutter
ase and σ0 and σ for surfae lutter ase) denes a surfae (see topmost plot of Figures
3.5 and 3.6). An apparent drawbak of the method is the ompliated interpretation
of the results, sine the radar range information is missing from the surfae plot. The
pulse width optimization proess for a given set of radar parameters involves a simul-
taneous management of four interrelated fators, namely the baksattering oeient,
radar range, target RCS and pulse width. Therefore a graphial representation of the
optimal pulse width as a funtion of the remaining three fators is problemati, sine the
solution would be a four-dimensional surfae. An attempt towards a more appropriate
visualization of our results is shown in the lowermost images of Figures 3.5 and 3.6. The
optimal pulse width-surfae (as a funtion of target RCS and baksattering oeient)
is represented with a set of labeled blak isourves for Ka-band. In the bakground of
the image the orresponding radar range is presented as a oloured plane. The olourbar
on the right relates the dierent shades of olour to the range values. To enhane the
readability of the range values additional thin ontour lines have been added and marked
with white labels.
The essential information to aid pulse width seletion proess is ontained in Figures 3.5
and 3.6. The optimal pulse width for a spei lutter situation an be read from the
graphs for a seleted target RCS value. Additionally, the obtainable radar range is readily
available for the seleted parameter ombination. It should be noted, however, that even
though an optimal pulse width an be found for all ases, it is not always a resonable value
from the viewpoint of other onstraints, suh as hardware realization or range resolution
requirements. Furthermore, for pulse widths above several hundred nanoseonds the
variation of range within the radar footprint on the ground has to be taken into aount
in the alulation of the illumination integral in Eq. (3.2). The optimal pulse width point
marks the radar range at whih the minimum detetable RCS equals the RCS produed
by the lutter ehoes. At ranges beyond that point the lutter ehoes do not degrade
the radar sensitivity whereas at shorter ranges the lutter starts to dominate inreasing
the minimum detetable target eho level. When the range orresponding to the optimal
pulse width for a given sattering oeient and target RCS has been determined, the
signal-to-lutter ratio for that RCS as well as the lutter-to-noise ratio for other ranges
using that pulse width an be alulated from:
S
C
=
C
N
= 10 log
(
Ropt
R
)3
[dB℄, surfae lutter (3.12)
S
C
=
C
N
= 10 log
(
Ropt
R
)2
[dB℄, volume lutter (3.13)
By examining Fig. 3.5 one an see, that for example with η = 6 ·10−4 m2/m3 and σ = 150
m
2
the optimal pulse width is 159 ns and the obtainable range with these parameters is
6350 m. Furthermore, using Eq. (3.13) one an alulate the signal-to-lutter ratio for
a target having RCS of 150 m
2
at desired range or for instane the range at whih the
lutter power saturates the reeiver.
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Due to the nature of Figs. 3.5 and 3.6, the range information in the bakgound represents
the thermal noise-limited radar range. This provides an additional feature of the graph
for a radar engineer. By ignoring the sattering oeient values on the x-axis one an
estimate the obtainable radar range in lutter-free situation. The minimum detetable
target RCS is marked by the intersetion points of range and pulse width ontours, pro-
viding for instane a possibility to x two of the three values to obtain the third one.
Sine one the main funtions of the test instrumentation radars was to ollet baksatter-
ing data, the pulse widths for the Ka- and V-band systems in fat should not be exatly
optimized from the viewpoint of target detetion. Instead, the pulse width seletion
proess indiated a use of slightly suboptimal pulse widths in order to produe lutter
levels from reasonable distanes that would be onveniently within the dynami range of
the reeiver.
3.3 Pratial test system for V-band
A V-band instrumentation radar was designed and onstruted within our researh group
using partly ommerial and partly home-made omponents. The main elements of the
radar are the transmitter, reeiver and the IF-part, whih eah have been assembled as
separate physial units. The whole system is enlosed within an aluminium frame to pro-
tet the hardware against dust and rain and to provide a suient level of eletromagneti
shielding. A simplied blok diagram for enhaned larity of the V-band test system is
shown in Fig. 3.7.
The millimeter wave signal is produed in the transmitter-unit by multiplying the 7.256
Figure 3.7: A simplied blok diagram of the V-band instrumentation radar.
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Figure 3.8: The transmitter unit of the V-band instrumentation radar. Most of the hard-
ware bloks are from ELVA-1 ompany.
GHz DRO output with a fator of eight. Before multipliation, a sample of the original
DRO-signal is fed to the reeiver-unit through a 1:5 power divider. After the frequeny
multiplier the 58.048 GHz signal is mixed with a modulated IF to produe the atual wave-
form. The lower sideband of the uponverted spetrum is suppressed by a waveguide-type
bandpass lter. The transmitted frequeny an be seleted within the passband of the
lter by tuning the IF frequeny. However, the IF frequeny is seleted to be in the high
end of the tuning range to ensure suient attenuation of the lower sideband. A photo-
graph of the transmitter unit is shown in Fig. 3.8.
Figure 3.9: The V-band ferrite irulator.
The T/R-duplexer onsists of three parts.
The transmitter and reeiver are onneted
to the duplexer with PIN-diode swithes.
These are further onneted to a ferrite ir-
ulator, whose third port is the antenna-
waveguide interfae. The measured isola-
tions of the swithes are 18 dB (Tx) and 20
dB (Rx), and insertion lossess 0.8 dB and
1.2 dB, respetively. The irulator pro-
vides 32 dB isolation between transmitter
and reeiver (ports 1 and 2), and auses 0.3
dB attenuation to pass diretion in both
branhes. A photograph of the ferrite ir-
ulator is shown in Fig. 3.9. The transmit-
ted signal power at the antenna waveguide
port is +10.4 dBm, and the transmitted
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pulseform, measured with a diode detetor, is shown in Fig. 3.10. The signal level ould
be inreased by adding a power amplier between radar front-end and the antenna, but
this was not done beause the desired radar range for lutter measurements ould be
ahieved with urrent setup, and furthermore the benet gained from the inreased power
level would not have been in line with the inrease of ost. The antenna of the instru-
mentation radar is a paraboli reetor with a Cassegrain-type feed, see Fig. 3.11. The
feed arrangement inludes also the transition from WR-15 waveguide to a irular horn.
In order to suppress the sidelobes, the antenna is equipped with a ylindrial ollar.
In the reeiver-unit the reeived radar signal is downonverted to the intermediate fre-
queny using the eight times multiplied 7.256 GHz DRO output as a loal. The signal
is ltered using an interdigital stripline bandpass lter. As a result the instantaneous IF
bandwidth is 32.5 MHz. At the end of the reeiver hain the signal is divided into ampli-
tude and phase hannels using a Wilkinson 3 dB power splitter. In the amplitude hannel
a diode detetor and a video amplier are used to produe a unipolar video voltage from
the envelope of the radar signal. The noise oor of the V-band instrumentation radar
is at -94 dBm and the dynami range of the reeiver is 30 dB. A voltage proportional
to the phase dierene between the radar signal and the oherent loal from the IF and
pulse-unit is obtained from the IF port of a double balaned mixer. After lowpass ltering
the bipolar video represents the phase of the radar signal. The deision of using ampli-
tude and phase hannels instead of quadrature detetion is mainly based on minimization
of IF hardware. Also the fat, that the instrumentation radar is intended for researh
work onerning lutter amplitude (sattering oeient) behaviour, motivates the use
of separate amplitude and phase hannels. This arrangement enables the use of higher
sampling rate in radar signal aquisition system ompared to situation where two hannels
(I and Q) would be sampled simultaneously. Still, the phase information is available if
needed.
Figure 3.10: The transmitted pulse of the V-band instrumentation radar. Dynamis is
limited by the detetor of the measuring devie, and does not represent the true dynamis
of the transmitted pulse.
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Figure 3.11: The antenna of the instrumentation radar is shown left. It is a paraboli
reetor with a ylindrial ollar to suppress the side- and baklobe level. The photo-
graph on the right shows the Cassegrain-type feed. The feed arrangement inludes also the
transition from WR-15 waveguide to a irular horn.
The IF frequeny and pulse modulation are generated in the IF and pulse-unit, and the
IF frequeny as well as the pulse repetition frequeny are tunable. Beause of the desire
to reord all radar returns down to zero Doppler frequeny, speial attention has to be
paid to the pulse modulator harateristis. Partiularly, any leakage of signal might be
harmful for the reeiver proessing funtions. The ahieved ON/OFF ratio of the mod-
ulator is better than 110 dB (Fig. 3 of [P2℄), whih an not be seen in Fig. 3.10 due to
the limited dynamis of the measurement devie. As mentioned earlier, the unmodulated
IF frequeny is also used to oherently downonvert the radar signal to baseband at the
phase video hannel. Also the duplexer swithes are ontrolled by TTL pulses originated
in the logi iruit of the IF and pulse unit. They are realized with an Shottky-type
iruit to ensure the fast rise- and fall times of the transmitted pulse.
3.4 Calibration
Despite quite aurate equipment and proedures are available for the measurement of
radar transmitter power, reeiver sensitivity and response and even antenna gain, true
alibration target tests are the only reliable means of ahieving absolute alibration of
pratial radar systems in the eld [86℄. These tests all for speial alibration targets
that have been used sine the early days of radar and that onsist of spheres overed by
metal foil [87℄, orner reetors of various sizes [88℄ and even ative repeaters [89℄.
The internal alibration of our test radars involved laboratory measurements of transmit-
ter power, frequeny, pulse shape, detetion urve and frequeny response of the reeiver.
The transmitter power was measured from the antenna port using a power meter. The
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average power measured by the power meter was related to peak power by measuring the
exat pulse shape and pulse repetition frequeny as well. Besides these, a wide band diode
reeiver was used for omparisons. The detetion urve of the reeiver hain was measured
using a signal generator, from whih a pulse modulated waveform at the exat PRF of
the radar was fed into the antenna port (with the antenna removed), and an osillosope
to reord the deteted voltage. A ratio method, whih enables periodi alibration at
the eld [90, 91℄, was not implemented into any of the onstruted test radars to avoid
the extra attenuation introdued by the diretional oupler. Moreover, the installation of
suh built-in alibration feature was not absolutely required, sine the radar transmitting
power variations and frequeny drift over a time period of several hours was monitored
regularly in laboratory, and the measurement data showed very stable and repeatable op-
eration eah time with relative power or sensitivity hanges below 0.5 dB and frequeny
osets less than 1 MHz. Furthermore, an indiret method to monitor the system stability
in the eld existed already, sine due to the limited isolation of the duplexer a sample
of the transmitted pulse was present at the reeiver video hannel thus providing means
to observe the possible variations in the deteted pulse amplitude. The laboratory tests
provided preise knowledge of the radar parameters, but an absolute alibration alled for
measurements with targets of known radar ross setion. In order to be able to relate re-
eived power with a true RCS, the antenna gain pattern as well as unidealities introdued
by antenna port mathing had to be inluded in the alibration sheme.
3.4.1 Calibration targets
A perfetly onduting sphere is very attrative as a alibration target beause its RCS
is onstant regardless of attitude as seen form the diretion of illumination and does not
even hange as a funtion of wavelength as long as the ratio of the irumferene of the
sphere to the wavelength in use is >10 (above the Mie-region) [92, Ch. 4℄ - a requirement
not too diult to meet at millimeter wave frequenies. However, the atual RCS value
of a sphere is small and normally does not allow aurate level alibrations in an outdoor
eld environment where severe lutter is met. When using passive alibration targets the
baksattered eletri eld is a ombination of the alibration target eho and the elds
baksattered from the bakground. Sine the phase dierene between the two eletri
elds an obtain any value between 0 and π, the orresponding alibration error falls
between the maximum limits given by
σm − σc
σc
=
σb
σc
± 2
√
σb
σc
, (3.14)
where σm is the measured RCS, σc the true RCS of the alibration target and σb the RCS
of the bakground eho. From Eq. (3.14) we an see, that if the maximum unertainty
allowed for the alibration is ±1 dB, the eetive bakground RCS has to be less than 0.01
times the alibration target RCS. Sine the RCS of a sphere at optial region is simply
πr2, the huge radius needed to produe the required RCS pratially rules out the use of
a sphere as a alibration target in situations where the illumination geometry auses the
radar beam to be ompletely or even partially lled with lutter. However, if a sphere an
be positioned high above the ground using a low-reetivity struture, the baksattering
from the ground, as well as multipath eets, an be avoided.
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Four dierent alibration spheres, with RCS of -15 dBm
2
, -17.5 dBm
2
, -21 dBm
2
and
-23.5 dBm
2
, were used in our experiments. A sphere was mounted between two poles
using nylon rope, see Fig. 3.12. The distane between the two poles was set to be enough
so that their angular separation as seen from radar position was more than the angular
dierene between the seondary azimuthal antenna sidelobes. This ensured that the
sidelobe-to-sidelobe baksattering from the pole strutures would be attenuated enough
to avoid disrupting the baksattered alibration target signal. The height of the poles
was determined experimentally on a basis of reduing ground illumination by antenna
mainlobe and rst sidelobe at the alibration target range. The resulting geometry pre-
vents the multipath eets as well. The sphere an also be lifted high above the ground
using a weather balloon that has wire braing to hold it steady, see Fig. 3.13. This
method, however, is more laborious to set up and suers from wind gusts, so it was not
used as muh as the poles.
The alibration range, when using spheres as targets, must be onsidered from three
viewpoints. Firstly, the far-eld riterion must be fullled. Due to the small physial
dimensions of our alibration spheres, the far-eld distane was based on the radar antenna
diameter. On the other hand, the range an not be too long, beause in order to avoid
ground illumination at the alibration target range the mounting poles height would have
to be inreased with inreasing range. Already at a distane of a few hundred meters the
poles would be impratially tall.
The ahievable measurement auray is also a funtion of signal-to-noise ratio, whih
sets a limit for the maximum range of alibration arrangement. In a diode detetor the
retiation of AC signals is provided by the even-order terms in the power-law represen-
tation of diode equation [93, Ch. 11℄. For small signals the seond order term dominates,
and therefore the output voltage of a diode detetor is proportional to the square of the
Figure 3.12: A spherial alibration target mounted be-
tween two poles using nylon rope. The markings on
the rope are for angular distane determination. The
sphere position is marked with an arrow.
Figure 3.13: A alibration
sphere (marked with an arrow)
lifted high above the ground us-
ing a weather balloon with wire
braing to hold it steady.
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Figure 3.14: Probability density urves of alibration error due to thermal noise for various
signal-to-noise ratios. The alibration target is assumed non-utuating and noise has
Gaussian distribution.
input RF voltage. Measurement unertainty aused by thermal noise an be evaluated in
Matlab by adding Gaussian noise to the non-utuating target eho signal before squaring
and low-pass ltering the IF signal. The resulting envelope voltage represents the noise-
ontaminated alibration target eho. When the proess is repeated for several values of
signal-to-noise ratio, a set of probability density urves is obtained. The measurement
unertainty simulations are shown in Fig. 3.14. The results indiate, that for example in
ase of S/N = 15 dB the error in estimation of alibration target RCS for 95% of the time
is less than ±0.7 dB, whereas for S/N = 24 dB the measured RCS is pratially always
within the ±0.7 dB error bounds. Based on the above evaluation it was found, that in
order to ahieve better than ±1 dB alibration unertainty, the maximum ranges for the
smallest and largest alibration sphere were approximately 70 and 150 meters when using
our Ka- and V-band radars. At V-band these ranges were all in far eld region, whereas
the smallest sphere at Ka-band turned out to be unt for alibration purposes sine it
would have to be inside the near eld zone to fulll the signal-to-noise ratio requirement.
The alibration of our radar systems was typially arried out using the seond largest
sphere loated at 100 meters for Ka-band and the largest sphere loated at 70 m for V-
band. These provide signal-to-noise ratios of 18 dB for Ka-band and 15 dB for V-band.
The orresponding 95% ondene intervals are ±0.6 dB and ±0.7 dB.
To be able to perform alibrations at longer radar ranges, a retangular plate as a target
was onsidered. Retangular plates are known to produe large radar ross setions, and
the analytial form is [92, Ch. 4℄
σ(θ, ϕ) =
4πA2
λ2
[
sin(ka sin θ cosϕ)
ka sin θ cosϕ
sin(kb sin θ cosϕ)
kb sin θ cosϕ
]2
cos2 θ, (3.15)
where a and b are the plate dimensions, A is the physial area of the plate and k is the
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wave number. Reasonable mehanial dimensions of some tens of entimeters give an
RCS of several hundred or thousand square meters, but only for perfetly perpendiular
inidene. The relative RCS of a square plate in azimuth diretion is shown in Fig. 1 of
[P7℄ and the extremely narrow beamwidth of a square plate is further illustrated in Fig.
2 of [P7℄. If the radar antenna beamwidth and that of the alibration target are wide
enough to over at least partially the soil or sea surfae between them, we may get up to
16 times larger input power to the radar if all the four paths add in phase, as was disussed
in 2.1.2. Therefore it is advantageous to have the target's equivalent beam as narrow as
pratial. This is in our ase the main reason of disarding typial orner reetors, whih
indeed would give easier alignment possibilities due to their wider main beam widths [94℄.
Observing all this, a reliable way to align the plate perfetly perpendiular to the radar
beam had to be devised.
The alibration target with an alignment system is shown in Fig. 3.15. It onsists of a
wooden tripod, a two-axis rotating mehanism, the atual alibration plate and an optial
sight. Speial are has been taken to avoid any metalli surfaes to protrude outside the
atual irumferene of the retangular aluminum plate, and therefore the optial sight has
been mounted diretly behind the plate and only a hole having a radius of 4 millimeters
is provided for looking through. The azimuth and elevation axes have nylon threads that
enable a omplete 360-degree overage of the horizon and about 30 degrees above and
below it. The gear redution ratio is hosen as 1:100, whih allows steady and aurate
optimization of alignment with referene to the radar beam diretion. Collimation of the
optial sight was done with a laser pointer and a tiny mirror attahed on the surfae of the
plate. Naturally, the surfae deformations of the plate itself have been kept below λ/32 -
a value not too diult for suh limited maximum dimensions [95℄. In order to be able
to adjust the alibration target RCS without modifying the ollimated alignment system,
dierent absorber ollars, whih are mounted from above just by two oating hinges, were
used. Additionally, the orner diration of the plate is redued by using the absorber
ollars.
Figure 3.15: The
alibration target
with an alignment
system onsisting
of a wooden tripod,
a two-axis rotating
mehanism, the
atual alibration
plate and an op-
tial sight. An
absorber ollar an
be used to vary the
RCS of the plate
and redue the
orner diration
(left).
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The mehanial alignment in the eld turned out to be very repeatable proedure, and
alibration ranges up to several kilometers were used. The optial sight approah is very
pratial and gives an unambiguous way for pointing. Beause the beamwidths of the
target and illuminating radar are very narrow (< 1◦), the multipath eets are avoided
and therefore the use of high measuring towers is not neessary.
The estimation of the alibration target RCS proved to be diult without storing and
post-proessing of the radar data. Due to the square law detetion, strong eho voltages
appear to be strongly utuating when observed on an osillosope display (Fig. 3.16).
These utuations, however, represent reeived power hanges in the order of only 1-2
dB. This phenomenon is illustrated using a Pin−Uout -detetion urve in Fig. 3.17, from
whih it beomes obvious, that absolute voltage utuations for large S/N ehoes are
larger than for those with smaller S/N , even though the reeived power distributions
would be idential. Averaging over 4 to 16 pulse repetition intervals alms down the radar
signal on a display, but true mean values of the reeived alibration signal were obtained
from post-measurement analysis of the aptured radar data.
Figure 3.16: An
example of radar
eho voltage u-
tuations on an os-
illosope display.
Figure 3.17: Voltage utuations for small and large input power
pulses having equal input power distribution illustrated using a
Pin−Uout -detetion urve. The red and blue areas show, that power
variations of ±1dB for large and small mean input power levels re-
sult in ompletely dierent detetor output voltage variations.
3.4.2 Transmitter alibration
In addition to the use of passive targets, an external alibration ation before the start of
eah eld measurement event was also onduted using a stand-alone reeiver to monitor
the power density radiated by the test radar. The struture of the reeiver was made
simple using only an LNA and bandpass lter onneted to a diode detetor followed by
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fast wide-band video amplier to provide the output voltage. The antenna was a irular
horn supplemented by a dieletri lens. A photograph of the reeiver is shown in Fig.
3.18. The reeiver was mounted on a tripod, whose height was adjusted experimentally
so that the geometry would prevent severe multipath eets. Due to the wide beamwidth
of the alibration reeiver antenna, however, multipath propagation from radar antenna
sidelobe to the alibration reeiver antenna ould not be entirely avoided. The power level
hanges introdued by multipath eets were examined eah time by slowly varying the
alibration reeiver height to see the dierene between maximum and minimum signal
level. If the dierene was more than 1 dB, the atual position of the alibration reeiver
was moved until the geometry was suh that the observed dierene was on an aeptable
level (≤ 1 dB).
The alibration reeiver detetion urve, in its part, was measured using a CW transmitter
at a enter frequeny of the reeiver bandpass lter. Furthermore, knowing the gain of
the alibration reeiver antenna and the test radar transmitter power at the antenna port
based on laboratory measurements, the maximum gain of the test radar antenna ould
then be alulated using
Gt =
(
Pr
Pt
)(
4πR
λ
)2
1
Gr
. (3.16)
The transmission line loss of the antenna feed as well as the power loss due to SWR >
1 at the antenna interfae are eetively inluded in the value of Gt. In addition to the
maximum gain, also the 3 dB and 1.5 dB beamwidths of the test radar antenna mainlobe
(see 3.2), as well as the rst and seond sidelobe level, ould be determined when using
the alibration reeiver method. The measurements were arried out by hanging the
azimuthal pointing angle of a radar and observing the orresponding hanges in power
level at the alibration reeiver. For the measurement of the elevation beam pattern the
Figure 3.18: The alibration reeiver. The output video voltage of the alibration reeiver
was sent bak to the radar loation using a oaxial able.
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radar was tilted 90 degrees in order to avoid generating multipath interferene aused by
hanges in elevation angle. There was no onern of ross-polarization attenuation sine
the dynami range of the alibration reeiver is 26 dB, allowing mainlobe beamwidth
measurements also in ross-polarization situation.
3.4.3 Ative reeiver alibrator
In the alibration of air- and spaeborn syntheti aperture radars (SAR) ative radar
alibrators are widely used over passive targets due to the bakground ondition require-
ment [96℄. The devies are essentially of transponder type, whih re-radiate the reeived
waveform bak towards the radar using a transmission power level that orresponds to a
predened RCS value. When alibrating a ground-based millimeter wave radar reeiver
unit, the use of a transponder is not neessary, sine the alibration distanes are signif-
iantly shorter than for typial SAR appliations. Therefore the alibration transmitter
an be synhronized with the radar pulse unit through a able onnetion. A sample of
the transmitted waveform an be fed to the alibrator if signal distortion an be avoided,
but even if the transmitted waveform has to be generated separately, a hardware solution
of a transmitter alone is more straightforward than a omplete transponder unit. In or-
der to avoid the mixing of the syntheti alibration signal and the atual baksattered
eho from the alibration instrument, a possibility to shift the alibration pulse to a low
baksatter area is desirable. This an be aomplished by ontrolling the transmission
instane of the alibrator relative to the radar pulse transmission. On the other hand,
sine the aim is to alibrate the reeiver, the radar transmitter an be turned o in ase
a pulse shifting ontrol is not available. This, however, prevents getting any ideas of e.g.
saturation reovery. During the thesis work preliminary experiments using a alibration
transmitter were arried out, but the implementation into pratie did not take plae yet.
An example of our rst hardware is shown in Fig. 3.19. Given the three kind of alibra-
tion methods used (laboratory measurements, passive targets and alibration reeiver),
the obtained preision of absolute alibration did not neessitate the use of alibration
transmitter.
Figure 3.19: The alibration transmitter prototype. Only preliminary experiments were
onduted in the eld with this transmitter.
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3.4.4 Unertainty issues
Solely for the purposes of the measurements presented in this thesis, the following para-
meters are dened:
Stability. Eletrial stability of the instrumentation radar between suessive alibra-
tions, typially within a time span of 0.5-2 hours. Based on our alibration data, the
stability unertainty is better than 0.5 dB.
Laboratory measurement unertainty. The most signiant soures of laboratory
measurement unertainties are related to transmitter power measurements and to the de-
termination of detetor Pin − Uout -urve. The power measurement unertainty is found
to be 0.3 dB and detetor urve determination 0.2 dB 1V.
Site unertainty, whih takes into aount the temporal hanges in test environment
and unexpeted hanges in alibration target. For most ases the hanges in environment
are not a pratial issue, sine the test sites were hosen to avoid severe sidelobe lutter
interferene. The alulated unertainty was found to be below 0.4 dB.
External unknown signals. The presene of an external signal manifests itself as an
inrease in noise oor. An inrease of 3 dB or more in noise level would be easily deteted,
but suh a phenomenon was not enountered during our measurements. Therefore the
unertainty aused by external interferene for pratial target eho levels (deteted video
level of >1V) is below 0.1 dB.
Weather unertainty. The eet of temperature on system performane was orreted
separately using an experimentally determined orretion fator (see Fig. 4.14). The
unertainty in alulation of atmospheri attenuation is below 0.2 dB.
Repeatability. The repeatability, in ase we want to measure a same target at dierent
sites, was found to be better than 1 dB.
Based on quantitative analysis of individual error soures, the overall 95% root-mean-
square unertainty of our measurement results is 1.2 dB. Furthermore, the eletrial sta-
bility between alibrations is better than 0.5 dB.
4 Eets of Sandinavian environment
on radar wave propagation
In this hapter the results of baksattering measurements are presented. The data is
obtained using the Ka- and V-band (3.3) instrumentation radars and alibration methods
desribed in 3.4. The purpose of olleting baksattering data is to provide tools for
developing signal proessing algorithms for millimeter wave frequenies, sine true radar
data is superior to simulated lutter. Furthermore, our data overs some typial illumi-
nation geometries whih will be enountered using a ground-based radar system, namely
perpendiular illumination and very low grazing angles. No baksattering data for V-
band an be found in open literature, and the reported Ka-band measurements do not
over low grazing angles or perfetly perpendiular illumination.
The baksattering measurement results presented here depit essentially raw radar data
obtained from true lutter soures. Creation of mathematial models based on the mea-
sured data or tting known probability distribution funtions into the data have not been
attempted, and they are out of the sope of this thesis. Only basi statistial gures are
given for eah ase.
4.1 Data aquisition methods
Radar data in eld experiments is onveniently presented in an A-type display using an
osillosope. The IF- and pulse unit provides a triggering pulse for the osillosope, al-
lowing the amplitude and phase hannels to be presented simultaneously on the display.
However, apturing and storing the radar data an not be aomplished with standard
laboratory measurement devies beause the amount of samples that need to be aptured
is huge and an osillosope is not apable of transferring the data to PC memory via
HP-IB bus with desired speed. In order to be able to analyze raw radar data in Matlab
environment, a need for a signal olleting system arose.
The primary data aquisition system was based on a PC osillosope ard CS12100 by
the Canadian ompany Gage Applied Tehnologies. The ard was installed into PCI bus
of an ordinary oe PC. CompuSope 12100 samples analog signals at speeds up to 100
MS/s with 12 bit resolution and stores the data in an on-board memory. CS12100 uses
two monolithi sub-ranging A/D onverters, eah running at 50 MHz, to provide a dual-
hannel simultaneous real-time maximum sampling rate of 50 MS/s. The osillosope ard
is ontrolled by dediated software, that enables all neessary osillosope funtions. The
ard is equipped with an 8 MB on-board memory size. The on-board memory size restrits
the data aquisition time, whih is a funtion of sampling rate, amplitude resolution and
posttrigger sample ount. In our ase we were able to ollet data for a maximum of 1.3
seonds at a time, whih was quite enough for baksattering measurements, (Fig. 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: An osillosope was used for displaying radar data in real time. The baksat-
tering data was aptured for further analysis using a PC-based data aquisition system.
In order to study the temporal behaviour of radar ehoes over a time period of several
seonds, longer data aquisition times than the PC-based system was able to provide
were needed. This was ahieved by simply videotaping the osillosope display (Fig. 4.2).
Suh a method enables to apture 25 snapshots of the radar data in one seond, whih
is suient sampling rate for example studies onerning slow-fading eets. One the
video material is stored into a DVD, the radar data an be extrated from the video
frame by frame. Rain baksattering and attenuation measurement ampaigns lasting for
several weeks alled for yet another method to ollet and store the radar data. Here, an
old portable workstation HP-85 performed data logging by reading the time-gated results
Figure 4.2: Videotaping the osillosope
display provided a simple method for ap-
turing radar data over a time period of sev-
eral seonds.
Figure 4.3: The data of measurement am-
paigns lasting uniterruptedly for several
weeks was aptured and stored using an os-
illosope and a portable workstation.
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from an osillosope through an IEEE-488 interfae (Fig. 4.3). Raw results were printed
immediately on paper and stored as bloks on 3.5 inh disk, whereby at least part of the
data would be saved even in the ase of total power failure.
4.2 Formulation of lutter statistis
The lutter data was measured from spatial areas within radar line-of-sight in whih lut-
ter levels were substantially over the thermal noise level. The radar was positioned and
aligned to illuminate a seleted lutter ell ontinuosly so that several thousands of sam-
ples ould be aptured and stored. The baksattering oeient (σ0) was derived from
reorded lutter data (using Equations (3.6), (3.8) and (3.9)), the results were transformed
into a histogram form, and basi statistial attributes were alulated. Together with de-
sriptive information of the terrain or forest type, the histogram and assoiated statistial
attributes were stored into a lutter database. In this thesis a few examples from this huge
database are given to desribe typial values of σ0 in dierent environments harateristi
of Sandinavian topography. Histograms are presented and statistial attributes are given
in separate tables for eah presented ase. They inlude mean and standard deviation,
oeients of skewness and kurtosis as well as the 50-, 95- and 99-perentile levels.
The baksattering oeient distribution in eah histogram is presented with 0.5 dB bins.
The amount of samples used to reate the histograms is either 213, 214 or 215, due to the
data aquisition system harateristis. The histograms are normalized to view the height
Figure 4.4: Illustration of a lutter baksattering oeient histogram. Thermal noise
(blak bars) shapes the histogram in ase lutter ehoes are lose the sensitivity limit of
the reeiver. Basi statistial attributes have been marked.
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of the bars as frations of the total number of samples. When lutter data was measured,
it was assured that the ehoes are below the top end of the dynami range of the reeiver.
Therefore, none of the lutter samples were saturated, and the right end of the histograms
represent a true form of the distribution. However, most of the lutter distributions were
suh that the tails towards the low baksattering end of the histograms were long, and
thermal noise oor ould not be avoided in all ases [68, Appendix 4C℄. The distortion of
the lutter baksattering oeient histograms aused by nite sensitivity of the radar
is illustrated in Fig. 4.4, where the reeiver noise is shown with blak bars. In histograms
of setions 4.3 and 4.4 the bars representing reeiver thermal noise have been omitted to
preserve good readability. The bar heights present the frational amount of samples as
m/N , where N is the total number of samples.
The average lutter onditions have been desribed by dierent authors with mean, mode
and median values [68℄. In this thesis mean values are given. The perentile levels are
given for 50%, 95% and 99%, whih indiate the relative portion of samples below a given
baksattering oeient value. The mean- and perentile levels are illustrated in Fig.
4.4. The statistial attributes were omputed from the individual samples xi of the raw
baksattering oeient data, and are dened as follows [68, pp. 129-130℄:
mean = x¯ =
1
N
I∑
i=1
nix¯i (4.1)
standard deviation = std(x) =
[
1
N − 1
I∑
i=1
ni(x¯i − x¯)2
] 1
2
(4.2)
skewness = g3(x) =
M3(x)
[M2(x)]3/2
(4.3)
kurtosis = g4(x) =
M4(x)
[M2(x)]2
(4.4)
where
Mq(x) =
1
N
I∑
i=1
ni(x¯i − x¯)q ; q = 2, 3, 4. (4.5)
4.3 Baksattering from ground
Low grazing angle baksattering oeients of three types of soil are presented for V- and
Ka-band. Suh terrain types, in whih the soil material onsists almost ompletely of lay
with only minor vegetation on top, are labeled lay. The label grass+gravel refers to
a terrain type whih has a thik gravel layer as surfae material, and vegetation, mainly
grass, overs signiant portion of the area. A snow-overed ground has been further
divided into two main ategories, namely wet- and refrozen snow. The division has
been made based on an observation, that the baksattering oeient of snow hanges
dramatially whenever a melt/refreezing yle ours [67, p. 145℄.
Figure 4.5 presents histograms of the seleted ases at V-band, and Figure 4.6 at Ka-band.
The orresponding statistial attributes are given in Table 4.1. The open literature on-
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Figure 4.5: Ground baksattering oeient values at V-band from our measurements:
a) Soil type lay, grazing angle φ = 1.5◦, b) lay, φ = 3◦, ) partly gravel and partly grass,
φ = 1◦, d) partly gravel and partly grass, φ = 3◦, e) refrozen snow, φ = 1◦, f) wet snow,
φ = 1◦. The statistial attributes of the histograms are presented in Table 4.1.
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tains reports of several experimental millimeter wave ground reetivity measurement
ampaigns [67, 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105℄, but extremely low grazing angle
data (φ < 3◦) has not been reported for Ka-band, and open literature ompletely laks
results for V-band radar reetivity. Therefore diret omparisons with previous work are
not possible.
Most of the theoretial models proposed by many authors are not valid for low grazing
angles, see e. g. [106, 107℄. However, ground lutter models for Ka-band proposed by
Georgia Teh [67, p. 147℄ and Kulemin [97, p. 121℄ extend below grazing angles of 10
◦
,
thus providing a possibility to ompare our results against these models. In Figure 4.7
the two models and our measurements are plotted for omparison. It an be seen, that
Kulemin's model predits more than 10 dB lower values than what is suggested by our
measurements. On the other hand, diret extrapolation of Georgia Teh model gives
about 10 dB higher baksattering oeient values for snow-overed ground than our
results indiate, although a good agreement an be found for the dierene between wet
and refrozen snow, whih is in the order of 10 dB aording to our measurements and
Figure 4.6: Ground baksattering oeient values at Ka-band from our measurements:
a) Soil type lay, grazing angle φ = 1◦, b) lay, φ = 1.5◦, ) wet snow, φ = 3◦, d) wet
snow, φ = 1◦. The statistial attributes of the histograms are presented in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Statistial attributes of ground baksattering oeient at V- and Ka-band for
dierent soil types from our measurements.
Figure Soil type φ [◦℄ Mean
[dB℄
Std
[dB℄
g3 g4 50%
[dB℄
95%
[dB℄
99%
[dB℄
V-band
4.5 a) Clay 1.5 -18.9 -24.2 -0.276 2.487 -18.8 -18.0 -17.2
4.5 b) Clay 3 -15.7 -16.0 1.233 5.087 -16.6 -11.1 -9.7
4.5 ) Gravel+grass 1 -23.0 -24.5 1.299 5.455 -23.8 -19.2 -17.8
4.5 d) Gravel+grass 3 -19.0 -20.4 1.235 5.228 -19.7 -15.1 -13.7
4.5 e) Refrozen snow 1 -14.5 -19.2 0.503 3.045 -14.7 -12.5 -11.7
4.5 f) Wet snow 1 -22.9 -27.0 1.630 6.695 -23.5 -20.4 -19.3
Ka-band
4.6 a) Clay 1 -20.5 -25.3 0.511 2.958 -20.7 -18.5 -17.8
4.6 b) Clay 1.5 -19.7 -23.4 0.474 3.174 -19.9 -17.3 -16.4
3 [P9℄ Gravel+grass 3 -21.7 -37.2 0.145 2.748 -21.9 -20.2 -19.8
4.6 ) Wet snow 3 -31.8 -38.3 0.139 2.950 -31.8 -30.4 -29.9
4.6 d) Wet snow 1 -35.0 -44.3 0.052 2.982 -35.0 -34.2 -33.9
4 [P9℄ Refrozen snow 3 -23.9 -24.9 0.484 3.211 -24.0 -21.5 -20.6
Figure 4.7: A omparison between our measurement results, Kulemin [97, p. 121℄ ground
baksattering model and Georgia Teh [67, p. 147℄ baksattering model. The Georgia
Teh -model overs grazing angles down to 5
◦
.
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Georgia Teh model. Summertime ground reetivity in our measurements seems to be
higher than what is proposed by the models. An interesting feature is the relation between
summertime and wintertime reetivity. Aording to our measurements, and Kulemin
as well, the summertime reetivity is always stronger than that of snow-overed ground
whereas the Georgia Teh model suggests opposite behaviour.
Generally, the baksattering levels at V-band are stronger by 2-4 dB ompared to Ka-
band, and narrower statistial distributions are observed at Ka-band than at V-band
regardless of lutter type. A terrain onsisting mainly of lay seems to produe stronger
baksattering (2-4 dB) than a gravel+grass -type soil, as was the ase also at Ka-band,
although the phenomenon at V-band is more pronouned. Snow reetivity at V-band
shows very interesting harateristis ompared to summertime ground reetivity. At
grazing angle of 1◦ the refrozen snow has reetivity values around -15 dB(m2/m2) and wet
snow -23 dB(m
2
/m
2
), see Table 4.1. The dierene between these two snow overed ground
types is similar to the Ka-band behaviour, but when ompared to summertime ground
reetivity, the V-band diers from Ka-band. Refrozen snow reetivity to baksattering
diretion at V-band is larger by more than 4 dB than the summertime values whereas
at Ka-band the summertime ground reetivity aording to our measurements always
exeeds that of any type of snow. A diret saling of Ka-band values into 60 GHz an not
be done, sine the behaviour at V-band is quite dierent from Ka-band behaviour.
4.4 Charateristis of forests and vegetation
In this setion baksattering oeients of distributed lutter under perfetly perpen-
diular illumination geometry onditions at V- and Ka-band are presented. The seleted
examples inlude two types of deiduous bushes, typial Sandinavian forests and single
sprue and pine trees. Figure 4.8 presents measured reletivity histograms for deiduous
bushes, oniferous forests and two types of single tree at V-band. Figure 4.9 presents
histograms of dierent forests at Ka-band. The orresponding statistial attributes are
given in Table 4.2.
No reetivity values have been published for perpendiular inidene at typial millime-
ter wave radar frequenies. Publiations, suh as [108℄, have onentrated on airborne
measurements of forest baksattering. Maximum grazing angles used in remote sensing
are in the order of 70
◦
. Furthermore, airborne sensors see mostly the tree-tops sine they
illuminate the forests from above, whih is ompletely dierent situation than when a
ground-based sensor illuminates forests. Therefore there is no data in literature available
for omparison at V- or Ka-band.
The measurement results of perpendiular illumination of dense oniferous forests show 4
dB higher baksattering oeient values for Ka-band than for V-band. This is ontrary
to ground lutter ase, where V-band reetivity was generally higher than that of Ka-
band. The standard deviations of baksattering oeient data are very similar for both
bands, whih also diers from ground lutter ase. It seems that our observations don't
enourage a straight extrapolation of previously obtained 70
◦
grazing angle data of [67℄ or
[109℄ towards higher grazing angle values. If suh an attempt is made, the extrapolated
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Figure 4.8: Baksattering oeient values of perpendiular inidene at V-band from
our measurements: a) deiduous bush, b) deiduous bush, ) dense oniferous forest, d)
dense oniferous forest, e) single sprue tree, f) single pine tree. The statistial attributes
of the histograms are presented in Table 4.2. Measurements of a) and b) as well as ) and
d) were onduted on separate oasions.
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values tend to be 5-10 dB too low. This an be due to inauraies of the models aused
by the fat that measured perpendiular illumination results have not been available at
the time the models were reated.
The temporal variations of lutter ehoes from forests and other vegetation are larger
than in ground lutter situation, sine the twigs, leaves and needles of bushes and trees
move with wind. The spetral shape of vegetation lutter has been examined by a number
of authors, but mainly for frequenies less than 10 GHz. However, Currie [67℄ makes an
attempt to assoiate millimeter wave spetral shapes with the ndings of others at lower
mirowave frequenies. The low- and high frequeny spetral shapes are shown to follow
Gaussian and Lorentzian funtions of the form:
W (f) = W0e
−a1f2/f2c
(Gaussian) (4.6)
W (f) =
a2
1 + (f/fL)n
(Lorentzian). (4.7)
Figure 4.9: Baksattering oeient values of perpendiular inidene at Ka-band from
our measurements: a) Dense oniferous forest, b) dense oniferous forest, ) forest dom-
inated by pine trees, d) forest dominated by pine trees. The statistial attributes of the
histograms are presented in Table 4.2. Measurements of a) and b) as well as ) and d)
were onduted on separate oasions.
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Table 4.2: Statistial attributes of perpendiular baksattering oeient at V- and Ka-
band for dierent bush, forest and tree types based on our measurements.
Figure Target type Mean
[dB℄
Std
[dB℄
g3 g4 50% 95% 99%
V-band
4.8 a) Deiduous bush -8.9 -10.8 0.756 3.247 -9.3 -5.5 -4.3
4.8 b) Deiduous bush -9.6 -11.0 0.984 3.766 -10.3 -5.8 -4.7
4.8 ) Forest, oniferous -14.3 -14.7 1.740 6.793 -15.7 -9.7 -8.1
4.8 d) Forest, oniferous -15.3 -16.4 1.001 3.891 -16.0 -11.3 -10.2
4.8 e) Single tree, sprue -8.7 -12.5 0.245 2.605 -8.7 -6.3 -5.7
4.8 f) Single tree, pine -9.7 -13.6 0.354 2.796 -9.8 -7.3 -6.6
Ka-band
4.9 a) Forest, oniferous -8.6 -11.2 0.764 3.526 -9.0 -5.5 -4.5
4.9 b) Forest, oniferous -10.9 -12.9 0.856 3.501 -11.4 -7.4 -6.4
4.9 ) Forest, pines -12.8 -13.6 1.149 4.0 -13.8 -8.5 -7.3
4.9 d) Forest, pines -11.7 -13.1 0.643 2.8 -12.3 -8.1 -7.1
The spetral dependenies of windblown trees are haraterized with 3 dB points for both
funtions (fG, fL), the exponent n of Lorentzian and a ross-over level, whih is the level
(below the DC omponent) at whih the two funtions ross. Table 4.3 summarizes the
values proposed by Currie and the values suggested by our measurements. An example
of the measured spetrum of a oniferous forest for low- and moderate wind onditions is
presented in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. The Gaussian and Lorentzian funtion that best t
the data are shown as blak urves. The spetral dependeny values suggested by Currie
and our measurements seem to dier quite onsiderably in the behaviour of high fre-
queny omponents. The low frequeny part of the spetrum, haraterized by Gaussian
shape, shows little disrepanies as well as the values for Lorentzian fL. Aording to
Table 4.3: Measured spetral dependenies of tree baksattering at Ka-band aording to
Currie [67℄ and our measurements.
Wind Gaussian fG
[Hz℄
Lorentzian fL
[Hz℄
Cross-over
level [dB℄
n
Currie
Low 2.8 7 15 3
High 2.8 21 15 2.5
our measurements
Low 2.8 10 10 1.2
Moderate 2.95 19 9.4 1.2
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Figure 4.10: Measured spetrum of a onif-
erous forest for low wind onditions at Ka-
band. The low frequeny part of the spe-
trum shape follows a Gaussian funtion,
whereas the higher omponents magnitude
deays on a slope desribed by a Lorentzian
funtion.
Figure 4.11: Measured spetrum of a onif-
erous forest for moderate wind onditions
at Ka-band. The low frequeny part of the
spetrum shape follows a Gaussian funtion,
whereas the higher omponents magnitude
deays on a slope desribed by a Lorentzian
funtion.
our measurements, however, the ross-over level is higher and the deay slope of high
frequeny omponents is not as steep as in Currie's ndings. This means, obviously, that
the level of frequenies at the viinity of DC omponent even after an MTI-type aneller
is signiant, thereby degrading the signal-to-noise ratio of slow targets. The origin of
stronger high frequeny omponents than in Currie's measurements might be related to
oniferous vegetation, but sine the exat forest type measured by Currie is not known a
meaningful omparison an not be made.
As an be found in Figures 4.10 and 4.11, the Gaussian shape does not haraterize the
low frequeny part of the spetrum perfetly. It has been disussed in [110℄, although in
onnetion to lower frequeny lutter data, that ertain modied exponential shapes that
have the width of a Gaussian shape, but whose tails deay muh faster than Gaussian,
would haraterize low-frequeny omponents of windblown lutter data more aurately.
However, sine researh work onerning tting amplitude distributions and power spe-
tral density funtions into measured data is outside the sope of this thesis, an in-depth
analysis is omitted and will be a topi of further researh projets.
4.5 Rain baksattering
In order to study rain baksattering and attenuation, a short range, two-way test sys-
tem operating at Ka-band was onstruted. Basi elements of the system were a quasi-
monostati pulse radar, alibration target and data logging devie. The radar hardware
is desribed by Eskelinen in [111, pp. 196-199℄. The alibration target onsisted of a at
plate and a rotating ylindrial absorber with an opening on one side. While the absorber
material of the rotating ylinber was faing the radar, bakground ehoes were reorded.
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A alibration eho from the metal plate ould be reeived one per every revolution when
the rotating ylinder had its opening faing the radar. Several thousands of pulses were
averaged to obtain the two-way path loss orresponding to bakground and alibration
target situations. An example of the raw data is presented in Fig. 4.12. The test site was
onstruted so, that the radar path was free of obstales, and at the alibration target
distane the main beam of the transmitting and reeiving horn antennas were not touh-
ing the ground.
Figure 4.13 illustrates an example of proessed results obtained under dry and rainy on-
ditions. The blue graph depits the baksattering level of bakground ehoes relative
to transmitted pulse power, and the red one the level of alibration target relative to
transmitted pulse power. It an be seen, that due to the sidelobe-to-sidelobe vegetation
lutter, exat estimates of attenuation and volumetri baksattering oeient ould not
Figure 4.12: Raw data illustrating the behaviour of alibration ehos (bottom of the graph)
and bakground level (top of the graph) on suessive revolutions of the absorber ylinder.
Data is measured with a quasi-monostati test radar on a short range test site.
Figure 4.13: An example of radar data obtained with a quasi-monostati test radar under
dry and rainy onditions in our measurements. The blue graph depits the baksattering
level of bakground ehoes relative to transmitted pulse power, and the red one the level of
alibration target relative to transmitted pulse power.
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be made on a basis of this data. The test showed, that in order to be able to reliably mea-
sure volumetri baksattering oeient values, the radar antennas should be pointed
upwards to the sky to avoid ground and vegetation lutter. The next test period, in fat,
was arried out aording to this priniple. The results of this ase are shown in Fig. 5
of [P1℄. The reorded data showed, that the eetive RCS during snowfall was inreased
1-2 dB ompared to eetive RCS of thermal noise level with the urrent test setup.
This indiated a maximum volumetri baksattering oeient in the order of η ≈ 10−4.
Still, the sidelobe lutter was present in the data ausing eetively very varying noise
bakground behaviour in the reeiver. In order to redue main beam width and antenna
sidelobe level, further measurements were arried out using a monostati test radar with
a paraboli antenna.
An interesting phenomenon was observed in ertain extremely old onditions and parti-
ularly during the early dawn hours. As an be seen in Fig. 5 of [P1℄, the eetive RCS of
sky baksattering rapidly inreases although the sky is visually lear in ases when the
night temperature has been around -30
◦
C or less. The reason an be found in Figs. 6 and
7 in [P1℄, whih show simultaneous measurements of vertial temperature and humidity
proles. The heavy meteorologial inversion layer, whih in this ase extended down to
about 25 meters from ground, hanges the harateristis of the two-way propagation
path. The resulting inrease in equivalent RCS of noise level is in the order of 10 dB.
The so alled angel-ehoes are a known phenomenon at traditional radar frequenies (1-10
GHz), arising from areas having strong refration index gradients, but previous reports
of the phenomenon at millimeter wave frequenies are not known.
The next measurement ampaign was arried out using a monostati Ka-band test radar
with its paraboli antenna pointed slightly upwards (10
◦
). A vegetation-free test site and
low sidelobe level of the antenna ensured minimal ground lutter interferene. A tem-
perature orretion was performed for the deteted amplitude to aount for the system
performane variations due to outside temperature hanges. The orretion fator was
Figure 4.14: The deteted noise level amplitude as a funtion of the outside temperature
was measured. A temperature orretion fator was found by least squares tting a slope
to the measured data.
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Figure 4.15: Volumetri baksattering o-
eient of rain (red urve) at Ka-band. Air
temperature and rain intensity are shown
with blue and blak urves.
Figure 4.16: Volumetri baksattering o-
eient of rain (red urve) at Ka-band. Air
temperature and rain intensity are shown
with blue and blak urves.
Figure 4.17: Volumetri baksattering o-
eient of snow at Ka-band. The oasions
of heavy snowfall are indiated.
Figure 4.18: A snapshot of an osillo-
sope display during heavy rain shower
(green urve) together with the orrespond-
ing volumetri baksattering oeient
(blue urve) at Ka-band.
alulated using test results shown in Fig. 4.14. At the time of the rain measurements, the
baksattering level was obtained by averaging over a time period of 20 minutes. During
a six week test period in the autumn of 2003, the number of rainy days was less than
expeted at this time of year. Results of the few rain periods enountered are presented
in Figs. 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17. The observed volumetri baksattering oeient values
range from η = 1.4 · 10−5 to η = 7.3 · 10−5 for rain and are between η = 6 · 10−6 to
η = 7 ·10−6 for snow. The weather data is not olleted at the exat loation of the radar,
but from a weather station two kilometers from the test site, whih is the reason why the
orrelation between rain data and radar data is not perfet. The exat rain intensities
at a given time are not known, but the nearby weather station reorded rain intensities
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between 1-4 mm/h during the measurement ampaign. Our rain measurements orrelate
well with the values reported by others. Currie [67℄ and Kulemin [97℄ summarize mea-
surement results for Ka-band. Their ndings for rain intensities between 1-4 mm/h are:
η = 1 · 10−5 to η = 1 · 10−4 (Currie) and η = 1.8 · 10−5 to η = 9.5 · 10−5 (Kulemin). Our
measured values are within these boundaries. There are no reports of snow baksattering
at Ka-band, but the measurement results at 94 GHz show a 5 dB dierene between snow
and rain baksattering under same equivalent rain intensity onditions, the snow being
less reetive. Not knowing the equivalent rain rate of our snow measurements it is di-
ult to evaluate the exat dierene between snow and rain baksattering, but aording
to our results the baksattering oeient of snow is smaller than that of rain by 4-10 dB.
Figure 4.18 illustrates a snapshot of a radar return during a heavy rain shower measured
at dierent loation than the results presented in Figs. 4.15, 4.16 and 4.17. At the
time the data was aptured, the radar antenna was pointing at ground 100 meters away.
The range ells at whih only rain lutter is present produed deteted video voltages
between 1.1-1.27 V, whih orrespond to η = −37 ... η = −36 dB[m2/m3℄. Although no
averaging is performed here, the values orrelate well with previously observed volumetri
baksattering oeients of rain.
5 Examples of target RCS in
millimeter wave bands
5.1 Target RCS predition methods
As was desribed in setion 3.4, geometrially simple objets are used for radar alibration
sine their radar ross setion an be alulated with preision good enough for alibration
purposes. The generally used equations for predition of RCS of simple objets, suh as
a retangular plate (Eq. 3.15), are, however, approximations. Exat analytial methods
for the alulation of RCS of even simple objets involves solving either dierential or
integral equations, that desribe the sattered waves under boundary onditions governed
by Maxwell's equations. Even though exat solutions an be ahieved in some ases, true
targets require a use of more or less approximate methods, suh as geometrial optis,
physial optis and physial theory of diration [112℄. The evaluation of RCS of targets
is needed from two viewpoints. Firstly, radar engineers an use these gures to estimate
the detetion probabilities and overall radar performane in dierent irumstanes. Se-
ondly, in the eld of military tehnology, RCS alulations are an essential part of the
design proesses, sine the minimization of RCS of airrafts as well as naval ships and
armored vehiles is required.
The approximate methods of RCS predition assume onditions where the target size
is more than ten times the inidene wavelength. At millimeter wave frequenies this
ondition is easily fullled, sine the targets are often hundreds of times larger than the
wavelength of radar transmission. This allows to model the omplex targets as onsisting
of separate parts, whih all satter the inident wave independently of remaining parts.
The total sattered eld, and thus the RCS, is obtained by integrating the indued elds
of indivudual satterers over the total surfae of a target in question. In pratie, though,
the dierent parts of a target are dependent on eah other and so the alulation must be
extended to aount for the multiple reetions arising from the shapes of a target. Often
true targets have orners or other spei strutures whih are exellent baksatterers.
Suh strutures ause hot-spots to the RCS ngerprint of a target, and espeially high-
resolution radars an disriminate targets based on these harateristi features.
Geometrial optis is a ray-traing method that is solely dependent on a loal radii of
urvature at a speular point. A severe shortoming of the method is that it predits
innite values for at or singly urved surfaes. Physial optis overomes the problem
of innities by approximating the indued surfae urrents, whih then at as soures
for the sattered eletromagneti eld. The approximation of a omplex target RCS is
insuient, however, if the diration eets from the edges of target shapes are not in-
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luded into the results. Physial theory of diration was developed to take into aount
edge diration. Still, many phenomena exists that inuene the total RCS of an objet,
suh as surfae travelling waves and reeping waves, that are not inluded in any of the
methods mentioned above.
The number of ommerially available RCS predition softwares is limited, and often the
analytial methods the softwares use are not well doumented. A typial approah is to
use a suitable ombination of elementary methods to alulate the surfae urrents using
a user seletable grid size. As the grid size is dereased, the time required for omputation
inreases rapidly. At millimeter wave frequenies, due to the relation between wavelength
and physial dimensions of a target, the required size of the individual elements of the
grid often beomes smaller than allowed by the program. Even though very preise CAD-
models of targets ould be, and have indeed been, reated, the simulations at millimeter
wave frequenies an not be run with the preision ahieved for S- or C-band simulations.
An example of an output of a simulation software is given in Fig. 5.1. It presents the RCS
of a 6 meters long ylindrial target with four ns and a one on one end and paraboloid
on one end at 1 m wavelength. The software is BSS [113℄. The minimum wavelength
allowed by the program is 1 m, whih restrits its use at millimeter wave frequenies.
As was disussed in setion 2.1.3, the far-eld of physially large targets at millimeter
wave band an be even tens of kilometers. Therefore organizing proper eld measure-
ments an be hallenging. If a proper simulation software tool is not available, and true
measurements an not be onduted, a ompat antenna test range, suh as desribed in
[114℄, an be used for measuring a down saled models of the targets. The target is saled
in size to orrespond the very high frequeny used in test range. The auray of this
method is governed by the preision with whih the target model is made, inluding the
surfae material parameters. Also, the quality of the illuminating eld is important, par-
tiularly its planarity around the test target. An example of an RCS measurement result
Figure 5.1: An example of output of a BSS simulation software [113℄. It presents the RCS
of a 6 meters long ylindrial target with four ns and a one on one end and paraboloid
on the other at 1 m wavelength.
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Figure 5.2: An example of an RCS measurement result obtained using a hologram-based
ompat antenna test range [114℄. The down saled target is similar to that in Fig. 5.1.
The measurement was onduted by Radio Laboratory at Helsinki University of Tehnol-
ogy.
of a similar ylindrial objet than in simulation of Fig. 5.1 obtained using a hologram-
based ompat antenna test range is shown in Fig 5.2. The measurement was onduted
by Radio Laboratory at Helsinki University of Tehnology.
RCS predition methods at millimeter wave frequenies beome even more ompliated
when the suess of RCS redution tehniques is evaluated. There are two main paths for
RCS redution, namely objet shaping and use of absorbing materials. Objet shaping
involves using surfaes that are aligned to minimize reetions into baksattering di-
retion, and avoiding omplex strutures that ause multiple reetions. Simulating suh
stealth targets poses the same problems that are enountered in onnetion to non-stealth
targets. The eet of absorbers on the surfae of targets, on the other hand, may be vir-
tually impossible to simulate aurately due to the extremely ompliated alulations
involved. The oating of targets with absorption materials aims to redue the indued
surfae urrents or math the eetive impedane of the outermost layer of targets with
that of surrounding air (377Ω) to attenuate the amplitude of sattered elds. Espeially
at millimeter wave frequenies suh absorbing materials that would be suitable for oating
of real targets are diult to manufature [115℄. Therefore down-saling of oated tar-
gets for ompat indoor test range measurements is pratially not possible. In order to
evaluate the RCS of the entire objet, true eld measurements are the only feasible option.
The requirement of far eld ondition must not neesserily be met in outdoor test ranges
if the purpose is to study the target RCS at true operational distanes from the radar.
Some targets, like a ommerial airliner, reah the far eld limit far beyond the maximum
detetion range of a typial millimeter wave radar. Therefore the problems enountered
in onnetion with simulation softwares and ompat test ranges an be overome by
reating an RCS database with a true radar and true targets at authenti operational
distanes. The portable millimeter wave test radars presented in this thesis are very
suitable instruments for arrying out suh measurement tasks.
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5.2 Examples of observed RCS values
The RCS of a ross-ountry vehile (Fig. 5.4) at Ka-band as a funtion of aspet angle
was measured in an outdoor test range. The measurement was arried out on an open
eld without using an expensive turntable. The vehile was driven very slowly on a at
surfae and it was steered to follow a irle with smallest possible turning radius. The
vehile was ontinuously traked with the test radar that was positioned at a distane of
one kilometer from the target. The aspet angle of the vehile was onstantly monitored,
and 720 samples per revolution were olleted. The obtained RCS trae is shown in polar
form in Fig. 5.3. The front of the vehile is towards the 0
◦
aspet angle. The mean RCS
alulated over all aspet angles is 7.4 dBm
2
, and the speular maxima from the sides of
the vehile have an RCS of 19 dBm
2
.
An RCS plot of a jeep at 35 GHz, measured by FGAN researh institute using a turntable,
is presented in [116℄. Although the measured vehiles and the illumination angle are not
idential, the overall RCS level in our and FGANs RCS plots is similar. The speular
maxima in our measurements are about 6 dB higher than in FGANs results, but the mean
value of the jeep seems to be larger than our Land Cruiser's, although the dierene is
marginal. Their measurements show less variations between minima and maxima than our
results. Sine the measured targets are not the same, however, reasonable omparisons
an not be made. The feasibility of the simple measuring tehnique shown by this example
allows to arry out RCS measurements of real targets in real operational environments.
Expensive investments are not needed, and RCS data an be olleted from a distane
that represents a situation that would be operationally expeted.
Figure 5.3: RCS of a Toyota
Land Cruiser (see Fig. 5.4)
at Ka-band as a funtion of
aspet angle. The measure-
ment was arried out on an
open eld by ontinuosly trak-
ing the vehile that was driven
very slowly on a at surfae
and steered to follow a irle
with smallest possible turning
radius. Measuring distane
was one kilometer, and radar
antenna was at a height of 1.7
meters. The front of the ve-
hile is towards the 0
◦
aspet
angle.
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Figure 5.4: Photograph of the Toyota Land Cruiser that was used for RCS measurement
of Fig. 5.3.
An example of a situation where the eetive RCS of a target an not be simulated reliably
is shown in Fig. 5.5, where our RCS measurements of an airplane are presented. The
target in question was a Boeing 737-100 ommerial airliner, whose far eld distane due
to the physial dimensions of the plane (length 28.65 m, wing-span 28.35 m) at Ka-band
is almost 200 km. The RCS of suh a target within a millimeter wave radar overage
(0-20 km) is highly dependent on range due to the ompliated and distorted shape of
the baksattered wavefronts, sine the radar is deep inside the targets near eld region.
Furthermore, the distane at whih the antenna mainlobe beamwidth in meters exeeds
the targets largest dimension may be several kilometers. In this ase having θ3dB = 1
◦
, the
minimum range where the target is ompletely illuminated by radar main beam is 1640
m. The measurement was onduted for a reeding plane, so the observed RCS values
are from the tail of the target. As an be seen from Fig. 5.5, the RCS between ranges
from 1000 to 2200 meters inreases with range, thus produing a nearly onstant radar
video voltage. Measurement results for distanes over 2200 meters are not shown, sine
the aspet angle of the plane hanged after that. The inrease of RCS with range was,
however, still present in the data, but the inrease slope in relation to thermal noise oor
was not as steep as between 1000 and 2200 meters.
Measurements of the RCS of a human being at Ka-band are not reported in literature.
Our results suggest a mean value of -24.8 dBm
2
, whih is muh lower than the reported
values for 9 GHz (-3...+0.8 dBm
2
) [13, p. 11.16℄, 24 GHz (-20...0 dBm
2
) [117℄ and 76 GHz
(-8.1 dBm
2
) [118℄. Our measurement result of a man periodially waving hands show
utuations aused by this movement in the order of 5 dB, see Fig. 5.6. The moment
when the person had hands in upright position show RCS values that fall within a window
of 1.5 dB. This interesting measurement shows, that a person will be diult to detet
against ground lutter bakground when the range inreases unless the radar resolution
ell is adjusted (see setion 3.2). The eet of movement is learly visible in the results,
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Figure 5.5: A measurement of Boeing 737-100 ommerial airliner showing the RCS be-
haviour as a funtion of distane due to operation at near eld region. The measurement
was onduted using a Ka-band radar.
whih may provide enough information for signal proessing to be able to disriminate a
moving person from typial lutter bakground. In stationary situations a person will not
be deteted from signiant distanes even with an extremely high-resolution radar due
to the low RCS of human being.
The baksattering and attenuation aused by an explosion of a shaped harge at Ka-
band was measured. The explosion took plae above the ground, and the reetions and
attenuation aused by the shok wave ionized front in the diretion of the shaped explo-
Figure 5.6: RCS measurement of a human being periodially waving hands. A mean value
of -24.8 dBm
2
at Ka-band was measured.
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sion was measured. The explosion volume ontained very small amounts of partiles of
soil and and other solid explosion produts, and onsisted mainly of rapidly ionized air,
a plasma layer. The reetivity data of the plasma, based on our measurements, as a
funtion of elapsed time after detonation is shown in Fig. 5.7. Unfortunately, at the time
of the measurements, our test radar had not yet reahed its nal assembly stage, so the
available dynami range was limited to little over 20 dB. Therefore some portion of the
reetivity data in Fig. 5.7 is slightly lipped from the top. The measurement range at
the test site was xed, so moving the radar a bit further was not possible. However, due
to the fat that the lipping was not severe, the data is still useful.
The volumetri reetion oeient inreases to the level of η = −30 dB(m2/m3) after
150 ms from the moment of explosion, and stays at that level for about 400-450 ms, after
whih it starts to deay. Aording to Kulemin [97℄, the temperature orresponding to
the plasma resonane frequeny exists for 80-100 ms after the explosion, after whih a
rapid derease in refration index ours. Aording to our and Kulemin's measurements,
though, the baksattering level remains at high levels for muh longer time than 100 ms.
Kulemin reports a volumetri reetion oeient of η = −17 dB(m2/m3) at Ka-band 600
ms after the explosion. Their group had measured an explosion of a non-shaped trotyl
harge, and the radar was pointed diretly at the enter of the explosion.
Simultaneously with the reetivity measurements, the attenuation aused by explosion
was measured. A alibration target was positioned on a radar line of sight so that the
explosion volume that was being investigated was diretly between the radar and the
target. An example of a single measurement event is shown in Fig. 5.8, where the
suessive baksattering ehoes from both, the explosion volume (blue urve) as well as
the alibration target (green urve), are averaged over a period of 4 ms. Both urves show
Figure 5.7: A sattering plot presenting the volumetri baksattering oeient values of
an explosion volume at Ka-band as a funtion of elapsed time after detonation of a shaped
harge.
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Figure 5.8: An example of an explosion volume baksattering and attenuation measure-
ment at Ka-band. The blue urve is the baksattering from the explosion volume and green
urve is the two-way attenuation aused by it. The moment of explosion is at t = 0.36 s.
Figure 5.9: The two-way attenuation of an explosion volume as a funtion of the explosion
volume baksattering level.
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the relative level ompared to a situation before the detonation. The attenuation as a
funtion of the explosion volume baksattering level is shown in Fig. 5.9. The average of
the maximum two-way attenuation values, aording to our measurements, is 8 dB. The
peak attenuation values have been in the order of 13 dB, whih orresponds well with
Kulemin's [97℄ ndings (12-16 dB).
5.3 Flutuations of target RCS
Two examples of target RCS utuations are presented. Figure 5.10 presents the prob-
ability density funtion and the umulative probability density funtion of a stationary
ross-ounty vehile. The illumination time was 0.4 seonds with a Ka-band radar. The
dashed urves represent orresponding Swerling model IV pdf and umulative pdf. The
Swerling model pdf has been saled for readability, and does not orrespond with the y-
axis. The umulative pdf is in sale. As an be seen, the Swerling model fails to desribe
the behaviour of the RCS distribution of a stationary vehile, prediting a muh wider
distribution of target RCS than was measured. This example illustrates the need to reate
a ompletely new database of the statistial behaviour of various targets in order to be
able to design powerful signal proessing methods for a millimeter wave radar.
Another example in Fig. 5.11 shows the measured pdf and umulative pdf of a Cessna 172
hydroplane. The pdfs are shown relative to the mean RCS level of the plane. The illumi-
nation time was 0.33 seonds with a Ka-band radar. Again, the orresponding Swerling
Figure 5.10: An example of a station-
ary ross-ountry vehile RCS distribution.
The blue urves present the measured pdf
(dashed) and umulative pdf (solid). The
red lines are the orresponding Swerling IV
model pdf and umulative pdf. The Swer-
ling model umulative pdf is in sale, but
the pdf has been saled down to enhane the
readability of the graph, and does not orre-
spond with the y-axis (left). The y-axis of
the umulative pdf is on the right.
Figure 5.11: An example of a Cessna 172
hydroplane RCS distribution. The blue
urves present the measured pdf (dashed)
and umulative pdf (solid). The dashed lines
are the orresponding Swerling IV model pdf
and umulative pdf. The Swerling model u-
mulative pdf is in sale, but the pdf has been
saled down to enhane the readability of the
graph, and does not orrespond with the y-
axis (left). The y-axis of the umulative pdf
is on the right.
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IV model pdf and umulative pdf are shown with dashed urves, with the Swerling model
pdf being saled for readability. The umulative pdf is in sale. In this ase the Swerling
model ts the measured distribution better than in ase of a stationary vehile, but still
predits wider distribution than was observed.
5.4 Eetive RCS and multipath propagation
Ka-band radar wave propagation was studied in a long road anyon where the measure-
ment path is up to several kilometres long, ompletely straight and bordered on both
sides by tall, dense forest vegetation immediately at its left and right edges (see Fig. 1
in [P11℄). Our target was a regular station wagon ar (Fig.2 in[P11℄). The aim of the
measurement was to verify the lens eet disussed in [81, pp. 61-65℄ and to examine
the eet of multipath propagation on target RCS. The lens fator rL is dened as follows:
rL =
1√
1 + 2Rr1Rr2
(Rr1+Rr2)RL sinφ
, (5.1)
where Rr1 and Rr2 are the range from the radar to the ground reetion point and the
range from ground reetion point to target, respetively. The radius of the loal ur-
vature of the ground is RL, whih is positive value for onvex ground and negative for
onave one. Before the start of our measurements at the long road site, the road shape
relative to radar loation was measured using a theodolite. The result of the road shape
measurement is shown in Fig. 5.13 (green urve). The shape of the road was used to
determine the loal radii of urvature orresponding to the dierent target ranges. The
method is illustrated in Fig. 5.12. First the slope fators of straight lines (AB and BC)
between the spei point under onsideration (B) and its adjaent points (A,C) were
determined. After that two straight lines AB and BC perpendiular to the lines AB
and BC were set to interset the lines AB and BC in the middle. The intersetion point
of AB and BC marked the enter of the loal urvature, from whih the radius RL
was alulated. The points with onvex urvature always ause dispersion of the radar
wave thus dereasing the multipath eet. The onave portions, on the other hand, have
Figure 5.12: Illustration of the method for estimating a loal radius of urvature.
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an eet of fousing the radar signal. A Matlab-routine of the desribed method was
implemeted.
At ertain ranges the target was partially or even ompletely masked by the bulges of
the road. This shadowing eet was taken into onsideration by alulating the relative
portion of the vehile area that was visible from the radar site at dierent ranges. The
predited target eho return as a funtion of range is shown in Fig. 5.13. The dashed
blue urve shows the target eho power predited by a basi form of the radar equation
(Eq. 2.4). The power level is normalized to orrespond with the saturation level of our
test radar. The solid blue urve represents the expeted target eho, when the shadowing
eet, lens fator (Eq. 5.1) and multipath propagation fator (Eq. 2.14) have been taken
into aount.
The measurement results are shown in Fig. 5.14. The blak urves are the radar equation
(dashed), and the radar equation with shadowing, lens fator and multipath propagation
fator taken into aount (solid). The oloured urves show the target eho power from
three independent measurements. As an be seen, the measured results are very lose
to the values predited by theory. A radar equation alone, or the radar equation with
multipath propagation fator inluded, an not explain the seemingly anomalous behav-
iour of target eho. The lens fator must be inluded in order to obtain more aurate
preditions of target eho amplitude at ertain topographial environment. In [81℄ the
lens fator theory was veried at signiantly shorter ranges (less than 50m). Our results
show the funtionality of the lens eet-theory also in onnetion to longer radar ranges
and multiple suessive onave or onvex portions.
Figure 5.13: The road prole of the long road anyon is shown with the green urve.
The dashed blue urve shows the target eho power predited by a basi form of the radar
equation, and the solid blue urve represents the expeted target eho when the shadowing
eet, lens fator and multipath propagation fator have been taken into aount.
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Figure 5.14: Three independent measurements showing the target eho power, relative to
the reeiver saturation level, at a long road anyon. The blak urves are the radar equation
(dashed), and the radar equation with shadowing, lens fator and multipath propagation
fator taken into aount (solid).
There are, however, dierenies between theory and pratial measurements results. Es-
peially at ranges between 1200-1700 m the measured target eho is 5-7 dB lower than
what is predited by theory. Also between ranges 1750-2350 m the theoretial value for
reeived power level is about -15 dB below radar saturation level, but in the eld measure-
ments the target at these ranges was ompletely lost. These dierenies an be related to
ompliated propagation phenomena, whih would require more extensive measurement
results to be solved. Furthermore, the road prole was measured using 50 m steps in
range, whih in its part may ause minor inauraies in determination of loal radii of
urvature. The shadowing eet was taken into aount assuming that the target RCS is a
funtion of square of the visible physial area. This assumption may most likely be wrong,
but due to the aforementioned diulties involved with using RCS simulation softwares
at millimeter wave frequenies (see 5.1), the major ontributors of the test vehiles RCS
are not known. Therefore a linear dependeny was used in alulations.
The eet of multipath propagation does not only onern target RCS utuations. A
major diulty is related to the estimation of the elevation angle of a target. In the illu-
mination geometry of a ground based radar, as was disussed in setion 2.1.2, the reeted
omponent is pratially always present. Depending on the radar antenna height, target
height and target range, the strongest eho may our at an elevation angle somewhere
between the real target and the image of the target below the horizon. This auses se-
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vere troubles espeially for automati traking systems, whih onstantly align the radar
antenna towards a too low elevation angle when traking ground based or low ying tar-
gets. An illustration of the alignment error is depited in Figures 5.15 and 5.16, where
photographs taken through the arefully ollimated optial sight of our radar show the
atual diretion of the radar antenna main beam in a situation where the target eho is
at maximum level. The elevation angle in both ases is lower than what the atual target
elevation angle is.
Figure 5.15: An illustration of the ele-
vation angle alignment error of a radar
aused by multipath propagation as seen
through the optial viewnder of our radar.
Figure 5.16: An illustration of the ele-
vation angle alignment error of a radar
aused by multipath propagation as seen
through the optial viewnder of our radar.
6 Notes on proessing algorithms to
millimeter wave radars
Clutter statistis presented in Chapter 4 ombined with target RCS harateristis pre-
sented in Chapter 5 provide tools for the design of radar signal proessing algorithms. As
was disussed in setion 2.3, the statistial features of lutter and targets in amplitude and
frequeny domain govern the ne-tuning proess of signal proessing methods in strive for
maximization of target detetion probability while onstraining the number of false alarm
on an aeptable level. An eetive work on this hallenging eld of radar tehnology is
enabled by thorough eld measurements of lutter and target baksattering as well as
radar wave propagation in various operational situations. In this hapter additional notes
onerning ertain issues that have to be taken into aount in the development of signal
proessing methods are disussed.
6.1 Eets of mobile platforms
In Doppler proessing tehniques the spreading of target and lutter ehoes in frequeny
domain due to system phase noise and osillator instabilities results in power leakage to
the adjaent Doppler bins. This may deteriorate the theoretial veloity resolution ob-
tainable by the given ombination of illumination time and pulse repetition frequeny. In
addition to the degradation of veloity resolution, the phase noise sidebands may om-
pletely prevent target detetion, e.g. in ase when a slowly moving target is buried under
ground lutter sidebands. A mobile platform auses further degradation of the radar os-
illator performane, whih an not be reliably modeled only with omputer simulations.
Dynami simulation tools for moving vehiles are available, but in order to study the
osillator performane in the true operating onditions of the moving platform, extensive
and well-prepared experimenting out in the eld is required. Mobile radar systems fae
the hallenge of shoks and vibration aused by their operating environment, e.g. rough
terrain (see Fig. 1 in [P10℄), whih may severely degrade the performane of frequeny-
generating devie. During the thesis work, a pratial test arrangement for mobile radar
osillator stability measurements in real operational environment was outlined and as-
sembled [P10℄.
Interesting phenomena related to the shapes of the frequeny probability density funtions
of the osillator under test were observed in our eld measurements. Our test ases
involved four dierent modes of operation of the platform. In two of the ases the vehile
was not moving, but had engine turned o in one and running in the other ase. In the two
remaining ases the vehile was moving very slowly (less than 20 km/h) and with a speed
of 50 km/h. Examples of the results are shown in Fig. 3 of [P10℄. Our observation was
that the osillator performane was poorest at driving speed of 50 km/h and in situation
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where the engine was idling. The idle motion vibrations have indeed stronger eet on
the osillator than a slow driving speed, whih is learly seen when omparing graphs ()
and (d) with graph (e) of Fig. 3 in [P10℄. These measurement results depit the osillator
behaviour during a time period of 30 seonds. Measurements of osillator stability over
longer time periods were not onduted, sine typial radar proessors seldom utilize more
than 1-5 seonds of radar data. The frequeny stability of a mobile millimeter wave radar
ould be enhaned by the use of vibration absorbers and/or high quality rystal osillators.
In any ase, the system phase noise performane in dierent modes of operation of the
radar platform have to be onsidered when dening the performane requirements of a
radar system. The eetiveness of even highly sophistiated signal proessing methods is
partially ditated by the quality of osillators of the radar system.
6.2 Stationary and moving target detetion
As was disussed in setion 2.3, the traditional method for disriminating moving targets
from stationary man-made objets or ground lutter is the use of an MTI-lter. This
approah is not suitable for a high PRF millimeter wave radar, sine e.g. an unmodied
three-pulse MTI aneller [13, Ch. 15℄ attenuates 30 perent of the unambiguous Doppler
frequenies of the reeived signal at least or more than 10 dB, see Fig. 2.17. As an exam-
ple, let us onsider a Ka-band radar utilizing a pulse repetition frequeny of 20 kHz, whih
has its unambiguous Doppler veloities between 0 and 43 m/s. A three pulse MTI-lter
would redue the signal level of targets having veloities less than 13 m/s at least 10 dB,
whih is not aeptable. Therefore a Doppler lter bank, a real-time implementation of
FFT or equivalent methods that do not lose data must be onsidered.
Even though the unambiguous veloity range of a Ka-band radar having PRF of 20 kHz is
quite enough for ground based targets, muh higher radial veloities are urrently met in
air surveillane systems. The unambiguous veloity range an be extended without sa-
riing unambiguous range measurement ability by hanging the transmitter frequeny
from pulse to pulse or alternatively staggering the pulse repetition intervals [32℄. These
methods provide an unevenly sampled data set, from whih the true radial veloity an
be extrated even though the average sampling rate would be below Nyqvist riterion
[119℄. A drawbak of uneven sampling is the diulty in estimation of power spetral
density, whih is extremely hallenging to implement into real-time systems. Instead, only
a single frequeny omponent that best ts to the interpulse phase shifts and time lags is
estimated. The obtained frequeny represents the average veloity of the given radar ell
and depends on the signal-to-noise ratios of the individual Doppler veloity omponents
in that radar ell. Thus the method an not disriminate dierent veloity omponents
within the unevenly sampled data set, but the average veloity omponent of a radar
resolution ell ontainig target and lutter an dier enough from surrounding ells o-
upied by lutter alone to allow the radar to distinguish a target from lutter bakground.
In ase of stationary targets, the amplitude and frequeny information of the radar ehoes
in most ases are insuient for detetion. The amplitude of a target may be in the or-
der of or even less than that of surrounding lutter, and Doppler frequenies of ground
lutter and a stationary target overlap in the spetrum. Image proessing tehniques an
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Figure 6.1: An example of radar eho of an approahing ross-ountry vehile measured
with horizontal (bakground, light-blue) and vertial (front) polarizations at Ka-band.
be used, but only in onnetion with high-resolution radars, in whih the target extends
into several resolution ells. Radar polarimetry an be used to improve the probability of
detetion and to redue the false alarm rate. For distinguishing a target in bakground
lutter, the polarimetri features of both the target and lutter must be haraterized
and employed in target detetion. The polarimetri harateristis are often struture
dependent. For example, the existene of strong ross-polarized omponent in the radar
baksatter usually provides a unique target signature. A polarimetri radar transmits
oherently with two orthogonal polarizations, e.g. linear horizontal and linear vertial,
and reeives the baksattered ehoes on the same two polarizations. This results in
four reeived hannels where both the amplitude and relative phase are measured. The
measured signals in these four hannels represent all the information needed to measure
the polarimetri sattering properties of the target. In order to be able to haraterize
dierent target and lutter types, polarimetri measurements are needed. An example of
radar eho of an approahing ross-ountry vehile measured with horizontal and vertial
polarizations at Ka-band is shown in Figure 6.1. If a omplex 2 x 2 polarimetri matrix is
to be obtained, the ost and size of a radar system is inreased as four separate reeivers
are needed. If the use of a single antenna is required, also the antenna feed arrangement
beomes more ompliated and may result in inreased loss of aperture illumination e-
ieny. Additionally, aording to our preliminary experiments, the dierent polarimetri
sattering matrix omponents in pratial situations may be dier more than 15 dB, whih
may prevent the radar from obtaining some of the polarization signatures of weak target
ehoes.
Due to the high data output rate of our test radars, basi data ompression algorithms
were tested in order to redue the amount of data to be aptured for later analysis. Com-
parison between the two methods showed, that a onventional N-out-of-M -approah
did not provide the desired levels of Pd and Pfa [P3℄. The data ompression method
that worked more reliably, and had the advantage of preserving the average value of the
ompressed ehoes, used an approah where the radar eho was aepted if the average of
eight onseutive pulses exeeded the preset threshold value. This method provided good
data ompression ratios while preserving the targets of interest. Data ompression was
needed in onnetion with experiments involving operational aspets of radar use rather
than in spei lutter or target measurements.
7 Summary of publiations
In paper [P1℄ the design outlines due to our eld test arrangements are disussed and
our portable monostati and bistati millimeter wave test instrumentation radars are pre-
sented. A phenomenon related to the inrese of visually lear sky baksattering level in
onnetion to meteorologial inversion layers at extremely old onditions (below -30
◦
C)
is presented. The heavy meteorologial inversion layer, illustrated by the humidity and
temperature proles, hanges the harateristis of the two-way propagation path and
the resulting inrease in equivalent RCS of noise level is in the order of 10 dB. The so
alled angel-ehoes are a known phenomenon at traditional radar frequenies (1-10 GHz),
arising from areas having strong refration index gradients, but previous reports of the
phenomenon at millimeter wave frequenies are not known.
Paper [P2℄ desribes our Ka- and V-band instrumentation radars in more detail. Results
of our lear sky baksattering measurements are presented, in whih variations up to 5
dB around mean value were observed. Preliminary measurement results onerning the
lens-eet theory disussed in [81℄ showed, that the theory is valid also for relatively rough
terrain environment.
In paper [P3℄ our two basi data ompression algorithms were tested with real millimeter
wave radar data. Data ompression algorithms were required to redue the amount of
data to be aptured for later analysis in onnetion with experiments involving operational
aspets of radar use rather than in spei lutter or target measurements. Comparison
between the two methods showed, that a onventional N-out-of-M -approah did not
provide the desired levels of Pd and Pfa. The data ompression method using an approah
where the radar eho was aepted if the average of eight onseutive pulses exeeded the
preset threshold value was shown to produe good data ompression ratios while preserv-
ing the targets of interest.
A novel radar pulse width optimization method is presented in paper [P4℄. Very narrow
bandwidths will generally give low noise levels, whereas the observed lutter amplitude
inreases if we employ longer pulses thereby eetively inreasing the noise oor in the
radar reeiver thereby degrading the minimum detetable RCS. The limits that lutter
returns and thermal noise alone set on the maximum range of detetion for a spei
target RCS an be alulated for dierent radar pulse widths. We show in paper [P4℄
and in setion 3.2 of this thesis, that these maximum range urves onverge to produe
a solution for the optimal pulse width for a radar onguration in given lutter onditions.
In paper [P5℄ the tatial requirements as well as operational and environmental on-
straints related to the upgrading of armored vehile sensor systems are disussed. Vertial
aeleration values of a vehile hassis due to driving in rough terrain and using the main
weapon are presented.
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In paper [P6℄ an osillator prototype for a millimeter wave radar is presented. We present a
theoretial disussion of the osillator phase noise impliations to radar signal proessing.
Preliminary measurements onduted onboard a moving vehile showed the appliability
of the osillator prototype as a primary frequeny generating devie of a moving millime-
ter wave radar system.
Paper [P7℄ desribes our simple retangular plate millimeter wave radar alibration target
onstruted for absolute alibration of our test radars. With a preise mehanial align-
ment mehanisms and an optial sight the measured V-band alibration unertainty was
found to be less than 0.5 dB and pointing resolution better than 0.05 degrees. Additional
absorber ollars provide an easy way of adjusting the atual RCS and eetively redue
edge diration eets.
In paper [P8℄ the synhronization possibilities of a bi- or multistati radar are disussed,
and the use of an HF radio link is proposed as a solution. A ranging error analysis as a
funtion of synhronization error is given.
In paper [P9℄ ompletely new V-band lutter baksattering measurements and new re-
sults obtained at Ka-band are presented. The illumination geometries, extremely low
grazing angles (< 5◦) and perpendiular inidene, were seleted to orrespond with typ-
ial situations enountered using a ground-based radar. The measured lutter soures
inluded dierent terrain types, typial Sandinavian forests and trees, and wet- and re-
frozen snow overed ground.
In paper [P10℄ an outline of a pratial test arrangement for mobile radar osillator sta-
bility measurements in real operational environment as well as results of our eld test
measurements are presented. The measured frequeny probability density funtions of
the osillator under test in four dierent modes of operation of the radar platform showed,
that osillator performane is poorest at high driving speeds (50 km/h) in rough terrain
and when the vehile motor is idling. The author is not aware of previous reports of suh
phenomenon.
In paper [P11℄ the Ka-band radar wave propagation was studied in a long road anyon
where the measurement path is up to several kilometres long, ompletely straight and
bordered on both sides by tall, dense forest vegetation. The importane of inluding
shadowing eets aused by road prole, multipath propagation fator and the lens fator
due to suessive onave and onvex portions of the road, into radar range predition
alulations were demonstrated by our measurement results. The validity of the lens-eet
theory [81℄ was veried in long radar ranges.
8 Disussion and onlusions
The purpose of the work desribed in this thesis was to reate tools for radar performane
estimation in true operational environments and to demonstrate the feasibility of millime-
ter wave band for radar appliations. Radar wave propagation and baksattering was
studied in dierent environments using real radar data obtained from eld measurement
ampaigns, arried out using the test instrumentation radars onstruted within our re-
searh group.
In Chapter 2 theoretial bakground onerning the use of a ground based millimeter
wave radar system is outlined. Emphasis is on multipath propagation, whih essentially
always eets the performane of a ground based radar regardless of the target loation
(on ground or airborne). Furthermore, due to the short wavelengths (< 1 m) of millime-
ter wave band, the denition of far eld riterion has to be based on target dimensions
rather than the radar antenna diameter. This fat an not be overlooked, as was shown
in Fig. 5.5 and related disussion, although apparently in the work presented in [81℄ it
has been inorretly negleted.
In Chapter 3 the V-band test instrumentation radar used for onduting measurements
during the thesis work is presented, and the test radar for Ka-band is presented in [P2℄.
A novel pulse width optimization tehnique is presented in setion 3.2 together with dis-
ussion of the radar antenna beamwidth denition. The radar resolution ell is dened
by antenna beamwidth and main lobe shape and by radar pulse width and shape. When
measuring the baksattering oeient of lutter, the nonuniform illumination by an an-
tenna main beam an be aounted for using a beam shape orretion fator, whih in ase
of a Gaussian antenna main beam shape was shown to be equal to using 1 dB points for
determining the radar antenna beamwidth. Furthermore, it was shown, that an optimal
radar pulse width an be found for dierent ombinations of target RCS and bakground
lutter reetivity. Sine the thermal noise oor is governed by the noise bandwidth of
the reeiver and the eetive lutter baksattering level is governed by lutter reetivity
and instantaneously illuminated lutter ell area, the pulse width seletion is an essential
fator in radar range maximization. In the latter part of Chapter 3, alibration issues
are disussed and the spei alibration methods used for alibrating our test radars are
desribed.
In hapter 4 an overview of our data aquisition methods used in apturing and storing
radar data is given. Measurement results of radar lutter in typial illumination geome-
tries enountered using a ground-based radar are presented for Ka- and V-band. Our low
grazing angle lutter baksattering measurements as well as measurements at perpendi-
ular inidene are ompletely new, and therefore omparisons with previous measurement
results of others are not possible. Comparison of our measurement results with ground
lutter models presented in [67℄ and [97℄ show distint dierenies, thereby neessitating
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dediated measurement ampaigns in order to be able to reliably estimate radar perfor-
mane in true operational environments. Our measurements of vegetation spetrum show,
that the spetral dependeny values suggested by Currie [67℄ and our measurements seem
to dier quite onsiderably in the behaviour of high frequeny omponents. New spetral
dependeny values are proposed, and the summary an be found in Table 4.3. A previ-
ously unknown phenomenon related to lear sky baksattering in onnetion to heavy
meteorologial inversion layers is presented. Furthermore, in Chapter 4 new volumetri
baksattering oeients of rain and snow at Ka-band are given. The results for rain
suggested by our measurements orrelate well with previous work presented in literature.
Our measurement results of snow baksattering are ompletely new.
Examples of target RCS values are given in Chapter 5, and measurements of the eets of
radar propagation at millimeter wave frequenies are presented. The lens eet-theory
disussed in [81℄ was shown by our measurements to be valid also at longer radar ranges
than was presented in [81℄ and in onnetion with multiple suessive onave or onvex
portions of terrain prole. Also, ompletely new radar signal attenuation and baksat-
tering measurement results from explosions of shaped harges are presented. The results
showing volumetri baksattering oeient and attenuation of the plasma in explosion
volume after the detonation are summarized in Figures 5.7 and 5.9.
Future work involves improving the eld portable data aquisition equipment in order to
be able to measure temporal harateristis of lutter and targets. The importane of
polarimetry is addressed in several soures of radar signal proessing literature, and this
aspet of lutter and target measurements will be inluded in the future work. Methods
enabling a diret assimilation of rain baksattering data with observed rain intensities
will be improved. Furthermore, the lutter database will be further enlarged to over also
sea lutter baksattering in dierent wind onditions.
The lutter and target measurement results desribed in this thesis enable eetive work
in design and testing of millimeter wave radar signal proessing algorithms. Using the
real radar data, developing of algorithms an be done in software-environment, and pre-
liminary tests an be onduted without any hardware implementation. If the amount
of available radar data is large, algorithms an be extensively tested for data aptured
in ompletely dierent irumstanes and with varying lutter bakgrounds and target
senarios. The performane of proessing algorithms ahieved using real radar data in
development stage is more eetive than in ase only simulated data is used.
As the nal onlusion of this thesis, the following was ahieved:
1) The feasibility of a ompat millimeter wave radar has been demonstrated in true
environmental onditions and several hardware solutions have been evaluated in
onjuntion with pratial eld measurements.
2) Results of ompletely new baksattering measurements of soil, vegetation and snow
overed ground at V-band are presented.
3) New results of Ka-band baksattering measurements of soil, vegetation and snow
at extremely small and large grazing angles are presented.
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4) New rain and snowfall baksattering measurement results are presented at Ka-
band. Completely new radar signal attenuation and baksattering measurement
results from explosions of shaped harges are presented.
5) Measurement results showing an unknown phenomenon of variations in lear-sky
baksattering of millimeter wave radar signal in orrelation with the existene of a
low level inversion layer in the atmosphere are presented.
6) A novel and easy-to-use approah for radar pulse width optimization has been in-
trodued.
7) Results of measurements aimed to verify a speial radar signal propagation phe-
nomenon alled lens-eet are presented and disussed. The suggested theory is
shown to be valid also at long radar ranges and in onnetion with multiple sues-
sive onave or onvex portions of terrain prole.
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